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2
• Some scenarios may cap the maximum level of victory at Great
or Minor.

20.3 Lifetime Score

• Players are encouraged to track their wins/losses and Lifetime
Score.

20.4 Sportsmanship

INTRODUCTION
There are 5 ways to play Talon:

• You may play the scenarios in the Play Book which detail the
most critical battles of the first Talon War and are a great place
for new players to start. (Page 4)
• You may Design Your Own Scenario, spending Ship Points to
deploy whatever ships you want. (Page 15)
• You may play a Campaign in which you and your opponent play
a series of scenarios. (Page 15)
• You may play Empire War mode which has strategic level
decisions. (Page 17)
• You may play GMT’s Space Empires: 4x using Talon to resolve
battles. (Page 19)
Lifetime Score: However you decide to play Talon, we encourage
you to keep track of your Lifetime Score. Depending on your level
of victory you score 0 to 3 points each game. This is tracked by
opponent. A tracking sheet is provided in the back of this booklet
and a file can also be downloaded to do it electronically. Hopefully,
an app will soon follow.

20. VICTORY

• It is considered good sportsmanship to concede defeat when there
is no reasonable chance of victory. It is better to call the game
and start another one instead of dragging it out for no reason!
• Unless specified in a scenario, the conceding player’s ships that
are currently in a weapon arc and within weapon range of an
enemy ship are considered destroyed. This occurs even if a given
enemy weapon group is not fully charged. All other ships outside
of weapon range and arc are considered to have safely retreated
from battle. FTR squadrons still require a surviving friendly CV
to retreat else they are considered destroyed.
• It is possible that both sides may be left with no ships at the end
of battle or that both sides have ships remaining with ineffective
Weapons. In this case, both sides lose and the battle should be
replayed.

21. SETUP

Unless otherwise noted in the scenario instructions, the following
apply to every game:
• Place the map width-wise between the players.
• The Talon always start the scenario as the Initiative Player.
• Some scenarios have specified setup areas for each side. If they
do not, use this setup map for ship deployment:

The goal of most battles is to control that region of space. Unless otherwise specified by the scenario, use the following victory condition:  

20.1 Last Ship Standing

If a side becomes the only side with ships remaining on the map, that
side wins the battle (even if it had more ships destroyed). Missiles
do not count as ships for this purpose. Fighters that have lost their
CV or Base DO count for this purpose.

20.2 Degree of Victory

• Destruction of enemy ships and preservation of your own ships
is important, especially if you are playing a Campaign game or if
you are using the Lifetime Score. A score can be generated after
the battle to see how well the winner performed.
• Total the Ship Point
value of ships destroyed on each side.
Ship Point values can be found on the Player Aid Card. Divide
the loser’s total by the winner’s total.  The degree of victory is as
follows:
≥ 3 Devastating victory (worth 3 points)
≥ 1.5 Great victory (worth 2 points)
< 1.5 Minor victory (worth 1 point)

• These points are added to your Lifetime Score and/or Campaign
game score.
• It is possible for the winner to have more points destroyed than
the loser.
• Hull damage has no impact on the victory level.

Ship Selection

Most scenarios specify which ships are deployed.

Terrain

Most scenarios dictate exactly where Terrain is placed. Otherwise,
see the Terrain Placement section (30.2).

Ship Deployment

• The side deploying the fewest ship counters (including FTRs
and Bases) must set up all ships first. That side must cover
each deploying ship with an unused terrain counter to hide the
counter. Once the first side has deployed all ships, the other
side then deploys all of his/her ships without covering them. All
deploying ships must assume a forward facing. Once both sides
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have deployed all ships the unused terrain counters are removed
from the initial setup player’s ships. If there is a tie for number
of ship counters being deployed, the Talon player deploys first.
If there is no Talon player (such as Same Faction Combat) then
chose a side to deploy first at random.
• Fighter Launch: FTRs are not placed during deployment with a
friendly CV or Base. After deployment is over but before Impulse
A begins, FTRs must be launched into a hex adjacent to a friendly
CV or base. The space must NOT contain terrain or other ships.
Only 1 FTR counter may be launched to a given hex. The space a
FTR is launched into MAY be outside the deployment zone. If a
given FTR counter cannot be placed, it is not launched in this battle.

Starting Ship Properties

• All ships start with all of their Weapon Groups fully charged.
• Terran ships do not start with charged Batteries (Batteries cannot
hold a charge while a ship is traveling at FTL Speeds).
• The starting Speed for most ships is 3 (a ship’s starting Power
Curve is boxed on the Player Aid Card) and the appropriate Power
Curve should be written on the ship. The starting Speed will be
the Speed for each ship the first Round. There is no Power Phase
before beginning the scenario.

22. REINFORCEMENTS

• The Reinforcement Phase occurs after the Power Phase of certain
game Rounds, specified in a scenario.
• Scenarios with reinforcements may have specified “reinforcement
sides”.
• The Initiative Player deploys all of his reinforcements first.

• Missiles, Bases and Fighters do not block reinforcement.
• The reinforcement cannot intentionally be placed such that the
floating map would remove other ships from play.
• Ships may assume any facing and any Speed.
• Ships may not deploy to a hex with Terrain.
• When a CV drops out of FTL as a reinforcement during the
Reinforcement Phase the same rules apply as in Section 21,
Ship Deployment, Fighter Launch and the FTRs must launch
immediately after the CV arrives.
• During some reinforcement phases, a player may be allowed to
deploy more than one ship or may have to choose between certain
ships to deploy, as per the scenario instructions.

23. TRANSPORTS

• Transports are required for some scenarios and represent ships
carrying critical supplies or troops.
• A Transport may not dock with a Base or land on a planet unless
it is moving at Speed 1.
• If a scenario includes more than two Transports, the first two
Transports must be deployed with all other ships at the start of
the scenario. However all remaining Transports may be deployed
during any Reinforcement Phase at the owner’s discretion. The
owner of these excess Transports may decline to deploy them, in
which case they are considered to have retreated.
PLAY NOTE: After distracting and disrupting enemy forces you
can send in additional Transports as Reinforcements and capture
the objective!

Deploying Reinforcements

FTL drives cut off at this range automatically when they are approaching most other vessels with active NFTL drives.

• Ships must be placed in a hex that is (1) at least 6 hexes from
any other ship, planet, or wormhole and (2) in the direction of the
reinforcement side counting from any one ship/planet.
• Ships arriving as reinforcements do not block other ships arriving
as reinforcements. Their deployment is considered simultaneous
within a given Reinforcement Phase.

In this example, the Terran player has a ship he may bring in as
a reinforcement at this time. His reinforcement side as dictated by
the scenario is the right side of the board. His CA Napoleon is the
nearest other ship to that side of the board so he counts 6 hexes
away from that point. The hexes shaded in blue are the closest legal
hexes to the battle for deployment of Terran’s reinforcement. Note,
the Missile and FTR Squadron do not block reinforcement.

Talon and Terran Transports
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24. JURY RIGGING

By special rule some ships’ Weapon Groups
may become Jury Rigged which represents
one or more damaged Weapons that your ship’s
engineers have rigged to fire. However, these
rigged Weapons are unreliable.
Jury Rigged Weapon Groups are designated by the Jury
Rigged counter on its broken-wire side. Place the counter on top of the rigged Weapon Group. From the start
of a scenario onward, Jury Rigged Weapon Groups may
not fire but may be charged as normal.
Repairing: At the end of every Impulse, a Jury Rigged
Weapon Group may try to be repaired by rolling a
six-sided die. If repaired (rolls a 6), flip the counter to
the front side (with the wires connected). This Weapon
Group may be fired if the counter is on that side. After a Weapon
Group (and all Weapons in that group) has finished firing, flip the
Jury Rig Counter to the broken side. Weapons are once again offline.
Design Your Own Scenarios: If both players agree, Jury Rigging
may be used in Design Your Own scenarios. During Setup, each
player selects one Weapon Group on one ship he will deploy to be
Jury Rigged by marking on the counter in secret. That ship gets a
10% Ship Point discount. Once ships have been revealed, place the
counter (broke-wire side up) over the affected weapon. Bases and
FTRs may not be Jury Rigged.

26. SCENARIOS
TUTORIAL - “The Duel” - Starting an
Interstellar War
December 24, 2227
“The jerks...”
The TCS (Terran Confederation Ship) Patton’s bridge crew members
were professional enough to not turn from their stations at Captain
Helena O’Brien’s imprecation. But they silently agreed with her
words, mentally assigning them to the three ships that had just
dropped into normal space near their damaged ship and threatening
to finish them off within sight of Base 395—their salvation.
Captain O’Brien was, however, referring to an entirely different
set of jerks.
Two Days Earlier

25. MULTI-PLAYER GAMES

• Almost all of the scenarios can be played as multi-player games
with two teams of players. Divide the ships of a side up among
the players.
• All players on a given side are treated as either the Initiative
Player or Second Player. During setup, players on a team may
communicate freely (and in secret) to determine ship deployment.
During a given side’s Impulse all of one player’s ships must
execute their actions before the next player on that side.
• Once the battle starts, players on the same side may not
communicate plans or give advice to each other within an Impulse.
Obviously, these ships have communication ability, but this
represents the real time nature of the combat.
• During each Power Phase, each player may say up to 10 words
to the other players on his team about the game and their plans.
A player may initially say fewer than 10 words in order to save
words for a reply. Players may point to ships or positions on the
board as needed at this time, as long as they are saying a word
when they point. The intention of this rule is to represent the fast
pace of the combat and prevent players from making detailed
plans together during the Power Phase.
• If a player exceeds 10 words during the Power Phase, that player
may not spend any AP this Round.

Power Shift Optional Rule

A ship may spend an AP in Impulse F so that, in the upcoming
Power Phase, it may change its Power Curve up or down by 2
steps (instead of 1). Note: This optional rule will open up some
more tactical options and will also make it more likely that a ship
will operate at the extremes of the Power Curve.

“Are they responding to our hails, Mister Denigo?” Captain O’Brien
asked in her Irish brogue as yellow lights flashed around the bridge.
“No ma’am.”, replied her first officer, a darkly complected man from
the Earth continent of Africa. He was leaning over the communications panel and listening in as the young woman there repeated
the phrase “Unidentified vessel, this is the Terran Confederation
Ship Patton. You are approaching the territory of the Terran Confederation. Please come to heading 30 degrees by 10 degrees by
-20 degrees as it relates to the center of our galaxy and the line
extending from it to the center of the Andromeda galaxy. We have
sent a graphic of this track. This will put you on a parallel course
to our border. Alternatively, please come to a complete stop until we
can establish more meaningful communications.” Her first officer
added, “We know the communication is open and connected on their
end, but there’s no response.”
“Keep trying Ensign Aminpour,” O’Brien ordered her communications officer. The Iranian woman nodded once, her black hair disheveled as she nervously ran her fingers through it. The captain shifted
her gaze to her first officer. “Mister Denigo, what do you suggest?”
He walked over to stand next to her chair, as both looked at the
viewscreen which showed Patton stopped near the edge of Terran
Confederation space, and the unidentified ship fast approaching their
position. Stopped wasn’t quite the right word for Patton as the ship
was still moving through space as required by its engines, but given
the scale of the display the icon representing the ship would remain
there for years unless it went into warp. Denigo towered over her, but
his voice was softer and almost singsong in its confident, comforting
cadence as he replied. “Our orders are clear, ma’am. We are to try
to establish peaceful contact, but under no circumstances can we
let this ship past us into our space. We simply do not know what it
is or its intentions. We should power weapons and our battery.”
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Captain O’Brien gave a wry smile, and nodded to the panel attached
to the arm of her chair and swung over her lap. Denigo returned
the smile when he saw that she had already pressed the button that
brought the ship to battle readiness by priming the weapons and
preparing the battery to receive power.
She watched as the other ship moved towards them and then sighed
as it pierced the line that the Terran Confederation’s leaders had
decided was the border that could not be crossed. She punched an
icon on her panel. The yellow flashing lights changed color to red,
and a channel opened across the ship. “Red Alert. This is not a
drill. All hands prepare for battle.” She remembered for a fleeting
moment the old videos from science fiction shows of Earth’s past,
how the ships were ordered not to fire unless fired upon. Her orders
were different and were about to make her famous. She knew that
philosophers and politicians would critique her decisions, and that
her actions in the coming battle would be studied and dissected at
War College. She knew her name would be remembered by generations yet unborn, as captain of the Terran Confederation’s first
contact with an alien species.
All of this passed through her mind in an instant, and then she pushed
it away. She continued over the open channel: “Our standing orders
are to engage any ship that crosses our border. If they respond to
our hails at any time, we are permitted to break off combat and
escort them back across the border to open negotiations. Sick Bay,
ready for casualties.”
She broke the connection and watched the screen. In the time it
took for her to make the announcement, the ships had closed. She
started a rapid series of orders by turning her first officer who had
moved to his station on the bridge. “Mister Denigo, please connect
all tactical displays to my panel and put the overhead view on the
main screen. Set firing lines at the range at which our torpedoes
and phasers are most effective.”
As her first orders were being carried out, she turned to an older
man, “Lieutenant Orson, attempt to maneuver so that our weapons
can fire at their..” she glanced at the display, “port side.”
Looking over at the middle aged, swarthy skinned woman sitting
next to Orson, she said “Lieutenant Rojas. Fire at the other ship
when we are in the ideal band for the torpedoes and facing their
port side. If we are in the ideal band and about to leave it before
we can fire, then take whatever shot presents itself. Follow up with
phasers on the same side if odds are good for them to hit effectively.”
Next, she turned to a very tall and thin young man from Barnard’s
Star-2 with a messy mop of red hair that never conformed to regulations. “Ensign Chariz. Keep scanning them and observing their
behavior, weapons effectiveness, points of weakness and so on.
Report to me when you learn anything.”
Ensign Rojas called out, “Ideal range in 10 seconds. It looks like
we’ll get a shot on their port side, Orson, if you shorten our turn.”
Orson answered back, ”Shortening turn now!”
Helena O’Brien turned to communications, “Keep trying Ensign
Aminpour. Let me know the instant we hear anything from them.”
Chariz called out, “They’re firing!” at the same moment that Rojas
announced, “Torpedoes away!” In spite of more information always
coming from the computers than from the visuals, O’Brien couldn’t
help but glance up at the two screens that showed both ships, just
to the right of the main screen. The first showed a real time video
of the other, now definitively enemy, ship. The second showed a

CGI rendered scene of the Patton. Both ships’ shields flared, and
Aminpour called out, “No damage. Front shield down to one third
full! Rojas added, “Phasers firing, a hit.”
The Captain looked over to Chariz, “Ensign?”
The young man ran his hand through his hair, “Captain? I think
they fired with two weapon mounts out of the four I can see and hit
with both? It looks like they may have a similar firing effectiveness
at middle ranges to our torpedoes and since it’s energy they can
probably also hit with it at close range? Um, it also looks like their
shield is already down?”
As he spoke, the graphic on the main screen updated to show a red
line on the port side of the enemy ship indicating the probability of
a shield collapse. The graphic also showed the two ships separating.
“Lieutenant Orson, do your best to get onto the port side again although I don’t expect them to make it easy for us.” O’Brien said, and
sure enough the enemy ship was turning to starboard. “Lieutenant
Rojas, you have priority on power to recharge our weapons, but once
we get into firing range priority goes back to Orson.”
“Ensign Aminpour, any response to our hails now?” She looked
over hopefully at the woman, even knowing that she would have
already interrupted her if such a response had come, knowing how
important such information would be to her Captain. Aminpour
merely shook her head while continuing to ask for acknowledgment
from the enemy ship.
O’Brien barely had time to take a deeper breath before the two
ships were moving towards each other again. Chariz spoke up,
every sentence ending on his characteristically questioning tone,
“Captain? I think their weapons that they fired are still charging?”
The Captain nodded and glancing at her information panel, saw
that Patton’s weapons were almost fully charged. And then the enemy ship surged forward with a sudden burst of speed. Orson first
grunted and then shouted, “He’s too close for us to get on that down
shield now.” O’Brien nodded, and calmly said, “Then take down
another one.” Rojas sent the torpedoes away again and announced
another hit. The enemy ship came on and finally fired its remaining
two weapon mounts as the Patton slid in front of it, managing to
take the hits on its own port side.
Aminpour called out, “Port shield almost gone, Captain!”
Chariz then broke in, “And Captain, their front shield is down only
slightly more than half? Much more ability to take hits to their front
than their sides? Also? That speed burst came from what appear to
be panels on the rear of the ship? Not sure how many times they can
do that, it actually appeared to shut off due to overheating rather
than deliberately?”
The two ships slowly swung back towards each other again, and
O’Brien knew that likely this time would see one or both damaged
in the exchange “Try the port side again, do your best to give them
everything we have.” The ships closed, the bands showing the optimum firing ranges for both coming closer. O’Brien leaned forward,
“On my mark Orson and Rojas, execute this order.” She had been
preparing the order on her panel and sent it to both of their own
displays. “Aye Captain.” came two answers.
“Wait... wait...” she muttered under her breath, “NOW!”
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DEVELOPER’S NOTE: This scenario, unlike other scenarios, starts
you off in the middle of the action. This is a great way to learn the
game if it is your first time playing since you get to see a critical
choice that will determine the rest of the battle.
• Terran Units: 1 CA: Patton
• Talon Units: 1 CA: Sacrifice
• Special Rules: To set up this scenario, follow the illustration
below rather than the Setup rules. The Terran ship has taken
damage on forward and port shields. She has her weapons fully
charged and a charged battery. The Patton also has a Turn Radius
marker one hex in front of her. The Talon ship’s port shield is down
and she has taken damage to her forward shield. Her weapons are
fully charged and she has spent one of her two Afterburners. The
Initiative Player is Talon but it is currently the Terran Player’s
Impulse for Turn E. Both ships have their starting Power Curves.
Can you see an opportunity that the Terran ship has? After playing
this situation, set it back up again but this time start on the Talon
player’s Impulse for Turn E. They have an opportunity there as
well.
• Victory: No points are awarded for victory in the Tutorial.
Setup:

“Chariz. Do you know how important this is? With this information,
if this alien empire really is trying to start a war, we could end it
almost as soon as it begins!” Helena O’Brien began to stand from
her chair in excitement, trying to prevent a very unprofessional
smile from splitting her face. There were a couple of unsuppressed
whoops of triumph on the bridge.
Ensign Chariz held up a hand, “Um Captain? But we still have to
deliver it? And well, General Order 17 was activated based on the
data decoded?” The young man watched his captain’s expression
grow puzzled as she tried to remember what General Order 17 was,
and then her face grew very still.
“General Order 17. Certain sensitive data will be automatically
locked down until hand delivery of the storage drive to a Fleet
Admiral with the proper security clearance. Right. The bureaucrats
put that one in just recently didn’t they? There is no way we can
access the data, is there? Never mind, I already know the answer.
The computer is hard programmed to do it automatically.” She
couldn’t suppress a slight sigh. A procedure put in because of fears
of espionage and inter fleet intrigue was now hamstringing them as
they faced an enemy race. “If I recall, there’s a Fleet Admiral at Base
395 where we can get repaired. Set a course Lieutenant Orson.” The
older Texan replied with a drawl, “Aye aye Captain. Course set.”
She said, “Good job everyone. Best possible speed.” She gazed at
the map and thought, “Bureaucrats. The jerks...”

After the Battle

“Ensign Aminpour, what is the status of the repair on our torpedo?”,
asked Denigo.
“Engineering thinks it can be fixed. But no guarantees on how many
shots we’ll get with it afterward”, said the woman in response. “Also,
medical reports that our casualties were relatively light.” She paused
and then crisply added, “Reports from engineering indicate that the
weapon they fired works by disrupting matter more than actually
destroying it. In fact, in some areas, there’s just as much ship as there
used to be but the molecular makeup is different than it was before.
Denigo nodded, “Thank you Ensign Aminpour. Please pass our
findings on to headquarters, and also to the Nimoy. They are nearby
and their scientists should enjoy the puzzle of a new weapon.”. He
then turned to O’Brien, “Ma’am. That was good work, getting us
on their side shield like that.” He added musingly, Why would they
have such strong front shields and such weak side ones?” She had
no doubt that he would worry at the problem until he came up with
a probable hypothesis. He shook himself slightly and added, “I do
not think they expected us to be able to turn as sharply as we did.
Dumping our battery into shortening our turn made up for that nifty
little afterburner they have on their ships. I thought they were going
to get away for a moment there.”
As the smoke on the bridge cleared, she heard a voice from a station
behind her, “Captain? I didn’t want to bother you before?”
“What is it, Ensign Chariz?”

The thin young man cleared his throat, coughed once, and then
continued. “Well, I was able to hack into their computer system
through the open communications channel, and I downloaded a
lot of data? And I ran the decoder on it? And it looked like a lot of
useless information? But then the decoder ran across what looked
like planetary information.? Like colonies and stuff? And fleet
dispositions and tactical information on their ships? And well, you
get the idea Captain?”

***

Terran Solution: Patton can use her Battery to Change the Initiative
and become the Initiative Player for Impulse F. In Impulse F, Terran
can use their AP to Power Through their Turn Radius. Then during
movement, they can turn and unleash an “alpha strike” on Sacrifice’s
down shield, firing all weapons.
Talon Solution: Sacrifice can use its remaining Afterburner to turn,
lining up an “alpha strike” on Patton’s weakened side shield.

Scenario 1 – War is Upon Us
December 22, 2227
‘You’re right Helena; I couldn’t imagine a more surprising friendship. Though I’ve found that sometimes the seeds of true connection
are in how much a person can make you laugh. And you’ll remember,
at your taking command party how Orson and Aminpour almost
killed each other laughing. Or maybe you don’t. I remember almost
nothing about my own party, still stunned at the orders I’d worked so
hard and long for sitting in my suit pocket. Anyhow, let’s talk soon. I
hope Patton is treating you as well as the Napoleon is treating me.’
Clark Perriman sat and looked at the message on his tablet, thinking
how dry it sounded to him given the emotions he felt for the woman
who would read it soon. Well, two days from now given the usual
delay between sending and receiving a message and the distance be-
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tween Napoleon and Patton’s current patrol. He was convinced it was
as much due to the government censors who combed through each
message to make sure sensitive information wasn’t being exchanged
as it was the purported technical reasons. As always, there was a
confession he wanted to add at the end. And as always, he realized
he wouldn’t send it. Maybe someday during a combined shore leave
he would be able to say it face to face. As his finger moved towards
the screen to send the message, a red flashing light came both from
it and the panels in his room. “Red Alert. Captain to the bridge,”
came the summons over his intercom. Message forgotten for the
moment, he was out his door before the voice finished.
***
“Report!” snapped Perriman as he stepped through the opened but
secured door to the bridge. His eyes locked on the main viewscreen
which showed both the Napoleon and the Zhukov, which had arrived
earlier in the day to take over the patrol once a series of military
exercises had been completed between the two heavy cruisers. In
addition to the icons showing the Terran cruisers, two more marked
in yellow, indicating an unknown status, were approaching their
position. These two new ships were well within the border of the
Terran Confederation, and Perriman could hear his communications
officer attempting to make contact.
Perriman’s first officer, Robert Molyneaux, moved to stand by the
Captain’s chair as Perriman seated himself and swung the information panel across his lap. “Sir! The two contacts dropped into
NFTL just inside our border and have been moving towards us ever
since. I have Lieutenant Rogers analyzing the sensor readouts for
any information we can gain on their tactical capabilities.”
“Thank you Robert.” Perriman quickly scanned the panel on his
lap and proceeded to give orders to the crew. “Navigation. Please
remember to maintain safe distance between us and Zhukov. I know
we’ve practiced it, but things will feel much faster if it comes to
battle.”
***

• Terran Units: 2 CA: Napoleon, Zhukov
• Talon Units: 2 CA: Justice, Unity
• Victory: Devastating Victory is not possible.
***
And it did. The two Terran ships each focused on one of the enemy
ships with their torpedoes and phasers, taking down their front
shields, but the Zhukov found itself the target of both foes’ attacks
and limped away from the first pass, shattered and with power relay
problems that would limit its effectiveness in the rest of the battle.
Captain Nguyen did however manage to get a shot through one of
the enemy ships’ down shields with a phaser, and the cascade effect
of the damage caused it to explode.
Perriman cursed as his attempt to bring Napoleon around to take a
shot on the remaining enemy cruiser was foiled by a sudden burst of
speed which brought Zhukov into range of its starboard disruptors.
He cursed again as Zhukov blew up and Napoleon’s torpedo flashed
harmlessly by the target.
The enemy ship fired its port disruptors. Perriman felt something
smash into his head.
***
“Captain? Do you remember what happened?”

“No,” said Perriman as he focused on the young nurse by his bed
in sickbay. He knew instantly that he’d been badly injured if they’d
had to use the ‘wide-awake’ stimulant to bring him out of a medically
induced coma. It had the disorienting effect of bringing the patient
wide awake instantly. He immediately scanned his extremities and
was relieved they were all present. “What happened?”
Ensign Derrin, Perriman remembered his name now, explained.
“A piece of ceiling plating fell and hit you in the head. You had a
massive concussion but somehow pulled off a maneuver to save the
ship. At least that’s what others have said. You’ll probably remember
it in time. It’s amazing you stayed conscious. The damage to your
skull has been fixed.”
“How long?” asked the Captain?
“One week.” said Derrin, “Sir. I would normally insist that you rest
at least one more week, but high command ordered you back to active
duty as soon as possible.” He smiled somewhat apologetically, but
Perriman could detect something beneath the smile: fear, anxiety,
and sadness. “Sir, you have some reading to do.” He handed a
tablet to the Captain.
Perriman saw a screen filled with official report titles, and he
immediately knew what they signaled: war. He was about to start
from the top when one further down caught his eye. It was one of
the ones with a red dot next to the title, indicating the loss of one or
more ships. His finger hovered above the line of text:
Patton at Base 395
After a long moment, he tapped the link and opened the report.

Scenario 2 - A Chance Encounter

Captains on routine missions at the start of the war found their
missions no longer routine. With interstellar communications slow
or non-existent, they found themselves disconnected from fleet
command and very, very alone. They were forced to act on their
own Initiative as situations developed. This led to many random
encounters between individual or small groups of ships that would
have been unlikely to occur later in the war.
• Terran Units: 1 CL, 1 DD: Thor, Caleb
• Talon Units: 1 FF, 2 DD: Surprise, Hunter, Shadow
• Victory: Devastating Victory is not possible.

Scenario 3 - The First Fleet Engagement

The Terrans gathered what they could together to respond to the
coming invasion. This loose collection of ships at the extent of
their territory became known as the Outer Rim Fleet. At first it was
successful. In various engagements, parts of it destroyed a frigate,
rescued a science outpost, and badly damaged a destroyer, but these
small successes against individual ships would not fully prepare
them to meet even a small fleet. The Talon were experienced in interstellar war, while the Terrans were not. The mistakes they would
make would be costly.
• Terran Units: 1 CA, 1 CL, 2 SC: Guderian, Valhalla, Explorer,
Voyager
• Talon Units: 1 BC, 1 FF, 1 CL: Freedom, Vision, Dauntless
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we recommend playing it twice, switching sides. For Lifetime Score,
the player who wins both games (destroying the Patton in one game
and docking it in another) wins a Devastating Victory. Only winning
one of the two games awards a Minor Victory.

Scenario 4 - Patton’s End
December 24, 2227
Approaching Base 395 following the disastrous first contact with the
Talon empire, and in possession of vital intelligence, Patton discovered it would have to fight its way through an ambush to its salvation.
• Terran Units: 1 CA (area A), 1 BASE (area B), 2 FTRs (area B),
1 SC (area B): Patton, Valley Forge, Wolverine Squadron, Black
Jack Squadron, Explorer
• Talon Units: 1 DD (area A), 2 FF (area B): Predator, Vision,
Surprise
• Setup:

She had always heard that time slowed in battle, at least for those
who showed an aptitude for it. Perhaps later she would be able
to remember the events as a coherent whole, but instead moments
flashed past even as they seemed to take forever.
“Hits on one of the frigates ma’am. It’s exploded, maybe damaged
the one near it. I think our torpedo is gone for good though.”
“Mr. Denigo, can we destroy those missiles?”
“Negative ma’am! They will hit us before we can do so. And I do
not think we can take the damage.”
The wild yell of triumph from Orson as the fighters from the Base
395 screamed past the Patton on both sides, shooting down the
missiles, “Guardian Angels!” He flashed a wide grin at Armipour
across the bridge, and received one in turn.
Watching Asgard limp away from the just arrived Talon reinforcements, the smaller Terran light cruiser having done its best to distract
the larger ship from its course towards Patton.
Shouting orders to use the battery to provide even more power to
the supercomputer to calculate where ships would be in space a
millisecond more quickly, just enough to let the her ship’s weapons
gain a firing solution first and punch through the weak shields of
the remaining enemy frigate. “I’m good at this.” she thought, with
a mixture of pride and amazement.

• Special Rules: This scenario uses several special rules. The Patton
must deploy to Terran setup area A. The Terran Base must deploy
to area B and the FTRs must start adjacent to the Base. The Talon
DD deploys to Talon area A, the Talon FFs must deploy to Talon
area B. Ships may assume any facing. The Patton starts the battle
with 3 boxes of Hull damage marked off but has full shields.
Also, Patton’s Torpedo Weapon Group is Jury Rigged (see Jury
Rigged, broken-wire side) and may not fire at this time. Ships
may assume any facing. To win, the Patton must dock with the
Base. She may dock at any Speed. Due to the highly sensitive
nature of the intel Patton is carrying, both sides have called for
emergency reinforcements. During the battle, the Talon will get
several Reinforcements. The reinforcement sides for the Talon
are the top and bottom “long” edges of the board. The Talon
player may choose which side to deploy the reinforcements. The
reinforcement side for Terran is the board side with deployment
area B.
Talon Reinforcements:
• Round 1: 1 DD: Hunter
• Round 2: 1 CL: Indomitable

And then the nearest enemy destroyer launched a missile.
Thoughts made connections in her mind as she watched the missile
on the screen. How the weak side shields of the Talon ships made
sense if they were meant to work together as a fleet, ships on the
flanks protecting the center ships’ weak shields. How the ship they
fought in the first battle was alone.
She watched as the missile approached, the fighter squadron trying
to turn to line up a last desperate shot.
If the ships they’d encountered weren’t organized in fleets and yet
the design of their ships indicated they worked best together in them,
then did that mean they weren’t a fundamentally war like empire?
That somehow this was all one misunderstanding? She knew she
could be wrong, but she desperately wanted to think she wasn’t.
She watched as one of the fighters fired, and hit the missile, but didn’t
destroy it. The missile grew in the view screen.
Earth’s history was replete with examples of former enemies becoming fast friends, their old arguments being forgotten. Perhaps one
day members of the unnamed ship’s home worlds and the Terran
Confederation’s would work together. She wished she could have
lived long enough to see that day.

Terran Reinforcements:
• Round 1: 1 CL: Asgard
Victory: If the Talon player destroys the Patton, they win and the
scenario immediately ends. All ships remaining on the board are
considered to have retreated because additional Terran reinforcements are inbound. If the Patton docks, its critical data is securely
transmitted to headquarters. The Terrans win and the scenario immediately ends. Additional Terran reinforcements are inbound and
the remaining Talon ships retreat. Since this scenario is asymmetric,

Captain Helena O’Brien watched the missile that was her and her
crew’s death. The missile that was the death of hundreds of thousands more who could have been saved with the information in her
ship’s databanks.
“The jerks...”
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Patton’s end
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Scenario 5 - The Loss of Beta Centauri

With the defeat of the Outer Rim Fleet and the loss of Patton, the
small research colony on Beta Centauri was in danger. On the far
flung reaches of Terran space, holding it was not really an option at
this point. Rescue was the goal. A small force of Terran ships was en
route to attempt evacuation, but would first have to stop the troop
transports. The loss of this colony was inevitable, but defeating this
first force would allow the Confederation to save the colonists and
their research, while giving the Terran morale a much needed boost.

Setup: Note, there are nebulae in this battle. FTRs must deploy
adjacent to the CV.

• Terran Units: 2 CL, 2 DD : Thor, Valhalla, Achilles, Hercules
• Talon Units: 1 FF, 2 Tran, 2 CL : Vision, Legion, Tribe, Dauntless,
Indomitable
Victory:
• Landed Transport Bonus: Each landed Transport’s ship
points count as if it was an enemy ship that was destroyed. The
Transport’s ship points are also DOUBLED.
• Destroyed Transport Bonus: Destroyed Transport ship points
are DOUBLED for the purposes of calculating degree of victory.
• If TWO Transports are landed, the game immediately ends and
the invading side wins. Degree of victory is determined by normal
victory rules plus the above transport bonuses.
• If only one Transport lands and the other is destroyed, the normal,
Last Ship Standing, victory rules apply and the degree of victory is
determined by normal victory rules including the above transport
bonuses.
Special Rules: Place a planet in the Terran setup area. This is Beta
Centauri.

Scenario 7 - Convoy Ambush

FTL drives were dangerous to operate through the Arcturus Cluster. Gravimetric interference forced ships to use their drive only at
NFTL levels. Ships would drop out of FTL before these patches and
operate at high NFTL Speed until the patch was crossed, at which
point they would again jump to FTL. A supply convoy was just about
through the Arcturus Cluster when the transports and their escorts
were run down by Talon ships.
• Terran Units: 1 Tran, 1 DD, 1 CL: Normandy, Hercules,
Asgard
• Talon Units: 1FF, 1 DD, 1 CL: Surprise, Hunter, Fearless

Scenario 6 – Secrets

There was much that the Terrans and the Talon did not know about
each other—culturally, politically, AND militarily. An unknown Talon ship was wreaking havoc wherever it showed up. Desperate, the
Terrans unleashed a secret of their own. The Talon had encountered
small wings of Fighters defending bases but had thought these to
be only perfunctory defense. They were right, in part, as these ships
could only be supported in battle by large bases at the start of the war.
However, Carriers capable of transporting and sustaining Fighters
were as yet unknown to the Talon. The Terrans had hoped to save
them for a critical battle and use them in mass, but the situation
was too urgent. They would, in turn, be shocked by the size of the
unknown ship and the power of its weapon.
• Terran Units: 1 CV, 4 FTRs, 1 BC: Wasp, Black Sheep, Flying
Tiger, Diamondback, Cougar Squadrons, Alexander
• Talon Units: 1 DN, 1 CA, 1 DD: Imperial, Service, Shadow

Victory: The Talon player’s goal is to destroy the CV Wasp. The
Terran objective is to destroy the DN Dominion. If one side is able
to destroy the other’s target ship and retreat their target ship, the
battle immediately ends and the side that accomplished this wins.
Otherwise, normal, Last Ship Standing, victory rules apply. Target
ships count DOUBLE for the purposes of degree of victory and
retreated target ships count as destroyed enemy ships.
.

Special Rules: The Terran units start facing towards the Talon setup
area. The Transport must spool its FTL drive and retreat to win.
Victory:
• If the Transport escapes the Terran side wins.
• If the Transport is destroyed the Talon side wins.
• If the Transport escapes or is destroyed the battle does not end
and combat may continue to determine degree of victory.
• An escaped or destroyed Transport’s ship points are DOUBLED
for degree of victory.
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Scenario 8 - The Sector Capital

Eden was one of the first distant planet settled from Earth. While
not quite as idyllic as the name would imply, it was the gem of all
the Earth colonies. It eventually became the sector capital in the
region of space between Earth and the Talon Empire. It was critically
important in terms of communication, supply, and the command
structure. By analyzing ship movements and communication patterns, the Talon realized this. Knowing it was too heavily defended
for an easy assault, they planned on doing as much damage as
possible from orbit.
• Terran Units: 2 BC, 1 CA, 1 DD, 1 CL: Caesar, Sun Tzu, Zhukov,
Achilles, Thor

• Talon Units: 1 BB, 1 BC, 1 CA, 2 DD: Eliminator, Honor, Unity,
Predator, Hunter
Victory:
• Talon’s goal is to quickly and decisively destroy Eden’s orbital
industrial complexes. For this scenario, Talon ships may fire on
and deal damage to the planet Eden. Damage is tracked by writing
on the planet counter.
• If the Talon deal 50 points of damage to the planet, they win a
Decisive Victory.
• If Talon wins by the normal Last Ship Standing victory conditions,
but have not yet dealt 50 points of damage to the planet the game
ends. However, the degree of Victory is determined as normal with
the amount of damage dealt to the planet being added to Terran
losses x10.
• If Terran wins by normal Last Ship Standing victory conditions,
degree of victory is calculated as normal with the amount of
damage dealt to the planet being added to Terran losses x 10.
• If the Terran player concedes the battle (Sportsmanship, 20.4.
Note: this is different from retreating ships), the planet is
considered destroyed (all 50 points of damage dealt) because the
Terrans did not buy enough time for evacuation
Setup: The Terran may set up on any whole hex within their setup
area, except for the planet.

Scenario 9 - Base Assault

Deep into the war, the Terran Fleet was able to recover intel and
docking codes for a secret Talon Base hidden near a dying star on
the outskirts of Talon territory. Knowing that any research being
done at that facility was likely to provide significant advancement
to their understanding of both current and future Talon technology,
a tactical strike force was assembled to infiltrate the system and
retrieve any available data. The mission: get in, board the Base,
return to the Carrier and FTL out before reinforcements can arrive.
Unfortunately, the Talon experiments went too far and the worst
has occurred…
• Terran Units: 1 CV, 4 FTRs, 2 CL: Hornet, Ace of Spades, Flying
Tigers, Double Down, Wolverine, Thor, Asgard		
• Talon Units: 1 BC, 1 DD, 1 FF, 1 Base: Victory, Hunter, Surprise,
Hope
• Victory: The Terran must land a FTR squadron on the enemy Base,
extract the intel then escape to FTL in the CV. Unfortunately, the
Base is being dragged into a Black Hole. A FTR squadron may dock
with the enemy Base following the normal docking procedures. The
Base’s shields do not affect docking. After it docks, remove it from
the game board and place the counter on the Impulse Chart space
corresponding to the current impulse. When this lettered Impulse
occurs for the Terran player in the next Round, the FTR squadron
has completed the intel extraction and may undock. Before spending AP, the Terran player, during his Impulse, may place the FTR
back on the Base. Place an objective counter on the FTR squadron
to indicate that it has collected the intel. The FTR squadron may
assume any facing and Power Curve. Next, that FTR squadron must
dock with the CV and the CV must jump to FTL. If this occurs, the
Terran player immediately wins a Devastating Victory. Only one
FTR may be docked with the enemy Base at a time. If the CV or all
FTRs are destroyed, or the Talon base is destroyed before Intel can
be collected the Talon wins a Minor Victory.
Setup: The Base must be set up in the designated hex. All other
ship deployment follows normal setup rules in the designated areas.
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Scenario 10 – Dogger Bank

As the Talon attack on the Terrans progressed, their lengthening
supply lines became a tempting target for Terran mission planners.
Two small raids were successful, boosting Terran morale, providing
needed combat experience for Terran crews, and disrupting Talon
logistics. The third time did not prove to be a charm, though, as the
Talon responded to the earlier attacks by forming a quick reaction
force. When the Terran fleet entered the Sirius system and began
hunting supply ships, the Talon moved to punish them for their
insolence.
Terran Units: 1 BB, 2 BC, 1 CL: Thunderchild, Alexander, Sun
Tzu, Valhalla
Talon Units: 2 BC, 3 CL: Honor, Victory, Dauntless, Fearless,
Indomitable
Alternative Setup: Normally this battle is played with standard
setup, however, the historical fleet positioning is provided. All Terran
ships must face the top right side of the board and all Talon ships
must face the bottom left side of the board.

Scenario 11 - Battle of Saturn

The attack on Eden was successful and the resulting disarray
opened an opportunity for the Talon to go after Earth itself. There
was no holding them back. The Talon fleet was first detected by the
Neptune observatory. Their fleet immediately split into two. One fleet
angled towards Saturn, which housed the bulk of Terrans’ orbital
ship yards. The other made a beeline for Earth. The Terrans divided
their remaining defense forces in kind. One fleet was positioned to
intercept the incoming Talon fleet, using Saturn’s accretion disk for
cover. If they lost at Saturn, Terrans’ military would never recover,
regardless of what happened on Earth.
This is a divided battlefield. Both factions have ships along the polar
opposite ends of Saturn. Saturn’s rings are represented by asteroids
and Saturn’s upper atmosphere is represented by nebulae. In order
for one battle group to aid the other, they will have to cross either
the rings or the atmosphere. The deployment sides are broken into
groups A and B for both factions.
DEVELOPER’S NOTE: The scale of the hexes in this scenario
is variable, to represent the difficulty of navigating near a large
gravity well.
Side A:
• Terran Units: 1 CV, 4 FTRs, 1 DD: Hornet, Ace of Spades, Double
Down, Black Sheep, Cougar Squadrons, Caleb
• Talon Units: 1 BB, 1 CA, 1 DD, 1 FF: Eradicator, Service,
Predator, Vision
Side B:
• Terran Units: 1 BB, 1 CL, 1 DD: Prometheus, Valhalla, Hercules
• Talon Units: 1 CA, 2 DD, 1 FF: Unity, Shadow, Hunter, Surprise
Setup:

Alternative History: Replace CL Dauntless with BC Freedom but
if any Talon BC takes hull damage, halve the total points the Talon
player would get for degree of victory.
Terran Historical note:
Well after the battle, a cadet wrote his thesis on the action, comparing
it to the first Battle of Dogger Bank from Terra’s First World War
in 1915. He suggested that through the lens of history, the Talon
BCs mirrored the British BCs Lion and Princess Royal, two of the
most powerful BCs in the British wet water navy. The Talon CLs, for
their part, mirrored the older and smaller British BCs as well as the
Tiger which, due to its inexperienced crew comported itself poorly
in the battle compared to its sister ships Lion and Princess Royal.
On the Terran side, the BB Thunderchild performed much as the
German BC Derfflinger did over 3 centuries earlier when the Terran ship caused the first critical damage to one of the Talon BCs
after mostly ineffective fire by the Terran fleet up until that point.
The Valhalla shared the fate of the German CA Blucher when it fell
behind the defeated Terran fleet and was hit by volley after volley
until it exploded.
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Scenario 12 - The Battle of the Line

No quick attack would be successful here. The Talon needed to defeat
the Terran forces in detail, park in orbit, and force the Terrans to sue
for peace. It was a risky gamble, but it was just the sort of bold stroke
that was within Talon’s character. Pressure also contributed to the
decision. The Terran side show needed to come to an end. Trusting
in their prowess and drunk with their successes, they confidently
attacked with what amounted to all of their available resources in
the Terran sector. The Talon sensed victory, but it was really a roll
of the dice....and a pot of unimaginable size was at stake.
This is the final battle for Earth!
Terran Units: 1 CV, 4 FTRs, 2 BB, 1 BC, 1 CA: Wasp, Flying
Tiger, Diamondback, Wolverine, Black Jack, Sun Tzu, Defiant,
Thunderchild, Guderian
Talon Units: 1 DN, 1 BB, 2 BC, 1CA, 1 CL: Dominion, Eviscerator,
Freedom, Victory, Sacrifice, Fearless
Special Rules: Earth operates per the normal planet rules and may
not be damaged.
Setup: Terran and Talon players set up within whole hexes in their
designated area.

Aftermath
Commodore Clark Perriman took a deep breath, barely able to believe that it was over, at least for now. The Talon ships that remained
were retreating and Fleet Admiral Chen had given orders to stand
down. Perriman had recalled the surviving fighters to Wasp. The
Terran Confederation had finally won, had finally held at the last
possible line before defeat. But at what cost? Ships had been wrecked
such as Perriman’s former command, Napoleon, at the disaster of
Eden and many more at Saturn. The fleet was in shambles and if the
Terran Confederation had any chance of surviving, rumors has it
that Fleet Command was considering some rather radical changes
in structure.
Perriman found his thoughts drifting like some of the battered
hulks that had once been proud Terran and Talon ships, even as
he mechanically gave commands to put in for repairs. A thought,
a memory flashed into his mind as he remembered the role that the
Diamondback Squadron had in crippling the enemy dreadnought
at a critical moment. “Helena. You were right.” he said too softly
for anyone else to hear.
***
March 10, 2227
Nine months before First Contact

“Clark, I think we’re just going to have to agree to disagree on how
fighters can be a useful part of our military.” Helena smiled at her
fellow officer. She knew that technically she now outranked him, but
they’d gone through War Academy together and she knew he wouldn’t
take it as an order to end the discussion, but merely as a friendly
request. “To your future command. I am sure it is very imminent!”
Clark Perriman smiled back as they lifted their glasses of whiskey,
his Indian and hers Irish, and the two clinked together with a musical
chime that they could barely hear over the raucous noise of Helena
O’Brien’s taking command party. “I knew it would be you getting it
first. You always had the knack”. They both sipped in companionable
silence for a moment at one of the small tables in the center of the
room, eschewing chairs as it was the kind of party where people
moved from one conversation and group of people to the next.
Their momentary peace was interrupted by a loud shriek of laughter
at the next table over where Orson was bemusedly looking at Aminpour who had her hand covering her mouth, trying to recover herself.
“What? I’ve been learning a bit of Farsi by listening to you. I just
said I was happy,” said the older man bemusedly, swirling his gin
and tonic.
Another loud laugh and then Aminpour composed herself and
said, “You didn’t say you were happy. That’s ‘Shangoolam’. You
said... Ha! You said you were a...” and she leaned in to murmur
something confidentially to him just as he took a deep sip from his
drink. Orson’s eyes went wide and he started to choke in between
gasps of laughter. Finally, he recovered, his face bright red in the
dim light from embarrassment and the lack of breath, “Oh gods.
I’m glad you told me. I need to stop trying to learn Farsi in bars
where I can’t hear properly!”
As Aminpour and Orson resumed their conversation in more normal
tones, Helena leaned an elbow against her table and smiled again at
Clark, vaguely wondering if he would ever get up the nerve to ask if
she wanted to be more than friends with him. She wondered how she
would respond if he did. And then she looked around the room at her
other fellow officers, most of whom had already served on the Patton,
like Rojas, Denigo and Orson or who were people she requested to
join her such as Aminpour and Chariz. There were also those who
were her best friends – Clark, and Jonathan Dasgupta. These were
the people who would be the first line of defense against any threats
that the universe could throw at the Terran Confederation.
She was proud to know them as she knew most of the Captains in
the fleet, and many of the officers. That would change of course as
the Navy’s ranks would swell if a war ever did occur.
She hoped it never would.
***
At the end, the Terrans had thrown everything into the defense of
Earth and barely won. The Talon had been bloodied. They found
themselves over-extended and with much bigger problems elsewhere.  What was supposed to be an easy and quick conquest to
supply resources for their empire, had turned into a slug-fest with a
feisty and determined opponent. They wanted out. For the Terrans,
despite the fact that their outer colonies were still mostly intact, the
attack on Earth had rattled them and fractured their ship building
capacity. They jumped at the chance to end the war and had to give
up very little to do so.
Diplomatic consulates would be set up on a now neutral planet that
was formerly owned by the Terrans. From there, delegations would
eventually meet both on Earth and within the Talon Empire. Both
sides would learn much about each other, although it would a long
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time before the Terrans would really begin to understand the Talon
culture. Of all the things they would learn, the most important would
be that there are other races in the galaxy, some of them hostile. Over
the next decade, the Terran fleet budget would be increased 10 fold in
the hope that humanity would become a major player in the galaxy.

27. DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCENARIOS

Select an amount of points each side will get for ship purchasing.
We suggest the following guidelines:
• Escort Mission: 200 Ship Points
• Skirmish: 300 Ship Points
• Pitched Battle: 600 Ship Points
• Epic Battle: 900 Ship Points
Fighter squadrons must be deployed with a friendly CV or Base.
One Base or CV can support up to 4 Fighter squadrons.
Each side selects their ships in secret and then sets up the map, based
on the normal setup rules.
Most games will use the Last Ship Standing victory condition, in
which the victor is the side with ships left on the battlefield. However,
other gameplay options are detailed in the Battle Modes section.

28. CAMPAIGN GAME

For the Campaign Game, pre-select a number of scenarios to play
against your opponent.
PLAY NOTE: One suggestion would be to play each scenario one
time, but it does not have to be limited to that. It could include playing each scenario one time as each side, perhaps only your three
favorite scenarios or some scenarios you have designed yourself.
After each game, victory points are scored according the victory
conditions in the Victory (20.0) and Battle Mode (29.0) sections. For
the last scenario in the campaign, the points are doubled. The player
with the most victory points wins the campaign game.
The player that wins the Campaign Game gets a 5 point bonus to
their Lifetime Score.

29. BATTLE MODES

These different setup and victory conditions may be used in Designed
Scenarios, a Campaign or in Empire War mode.

29.1 Last Ship Standing

This is a normal battle in which the victor is the side with ships left
on the battlefield (see Victory).

Unless a Battle Mode rule states otherwise, battles do NOT immediately end once a major objective is complete. The battle continues under
the normal Last Ship Standing rules unless a player concedes (20.4).

29.2 Planetary Invasion

• Randomly select one side to be the invader, the other side to be
the defender.
• The invader must add at least two Transports to the ships he will
deploy at the start of the battle; these count as part of his total
Ship Points.

• The defender takes the planet terrain counter and places it in his
setup area before ship deployment begins.
• The objective is to land Transports on the planet (see Docking
and Landing).
The Degree of victory is determined by:
• Landed Transport Bonus: Each landed Transport’s ship points
count as if it was an enemy ship that was destroyed. The
Transport’s ship points are also DOUBLED.
• Destroyed Transport Bonus: Destroyed Transport ship points are
DOUBLED for the purposes of calculating degree of victory.
• If two Transports are landed, the game immediately ends and the
invading side wins. All remaining enemy ships are treated as if
the loser had conceded (20.4).
• Otherwise the normal, Last Ship Standing, victory rules apply
and the degree of victory is determined by normal victory rules
including the above transport bonuses.
PLAY NOTE: We recommend switching sides as the invader and
seeing who can land the most transports.

29.3 Orbital Conquest

• Both sides select a planet counter and place it in their respective
setup areas before ship deployment begins. One planet counter
represents a moon, the other, a main planet.
• Both sides must add at least two Transports to the ships he will
deploy at the start of battle; these count as part of his total Ship
Points.
• The goal is to land your transports on the enemy planet while
defending your own.
Degree of victory is determined by:
• Landed Transport Bonus: Each landed Transport’s ship points
count as if it was an enemy ship that was destroyed. The
Transport’s ship points are also DOUBLED.
• Destroyed Transport Bonus: Destroyed Transport ship points are
DOUBLED for the purposes of calculating degree of victory.
• If TWO Transports (from the same side) are landed, the game
immediately ends and the player who landed the Transports
wins. All remaining enemy ships are treated as if the loser had
conceded (20.4).
• Otherwise the normal, Last Ship Standing, victory rules apply
and the degree of victory is determined by normal victory rules
including the above transport bonuses.

29.4 Convoy Intercept

During long FTL journeys, it is sometimes necessary to drop out
of FTL and recalibrate your navi-computer to avoid collision with
large celestial gravity wells. This is also the perfect opportunity
for an ambush.
• Randomly select one side to be the Convoy and the other side to
be the Attacker.
• No more than 200 Ship Points per side may be used.
• The convoy side must add one Transport (and only 1) to the ships
he will deploy at the start of battle; these count as part of his total
Ship Points.
• The convoy side must protect their Transport until it is ready to
jump to FTL.
• Use the setup areas and rules from the “Convoy Duty” scenario
to place units for the start of the battle. The convoy side sets up
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as if they were the Terran side in that scenario.
• If the Transport escapes or is destroyed the battle does not end
and combat may continue to determine degree of victory.
• An escaped or destroyed Transport’s ship points are DOUBLED
for degree of victory.
• If the Transport escapes the Convoy side wins.
• If the Transport is destroyed the Attacker side wins.

29.5 Worm Hole Blockade

The Convoy Intercept game mode can be played with Worm Holes
(19.0) instead. Here the Attacker side is trying to stop the Convoy
side form entering the Worm Hole and escaping the battle. Use the
Convoy Intercept rules with the following exceptions:
• The Attacking side deploys a Worm Hole to their setup area.
• The Convoy side Transport cannot jump to FTL due to interference
in this sector. It can only escape by colliding with the Worm Hole.

29.6 Escort Zone

Some areas of space were safer for small escort groups. As such,
BOTH the Terran and Talon would frequent these space lanes and,
during the war, it was not uncommon for two escort groups to engage in battle.
• No more than 200 Ship Points per side may be used.
• Both sides must add one Transport (and only one) to the ships he
will deploy at the start of battle; these count as part of his total
Ship Points.
• The Transport must be protected until it is ready to jump to FTL.
• An escaped or destroyed Transport’s ship points are DOUBLED
for degree of victory.
• If one side’s Transport retreats while the other side is destroyed,
the side that successfully retreated the Transport wins and degree
of victory is calculated with the above Transport ship point bonus.
• In all other cases, normal victory conditions apply with the above
Transport ship point bonus.

29.7 Base Assault

• Randomly select one side to be the Defender and one side to be
the Attacker.
• The defending side must add one Base to the ships he will deploy
at the start of battle; these count as part of his total Ship Points.
• The attacker’s goal is to destroy the enemy Base. The Base’s ship
points are DOUBLED for degree of victory.
• If the enemy Base is destroyed, the attackers win. Degree of
victory is determined with the above bonus.
• Otherwise normal victory rules apply.

30. TERRAIN
30.1 Terrain Placement

• Terrain selection and deployment is specified in the main story
scenarios, however, in Design Your Own Scenarios, Empire War
or Space Empires you may need to add terrain.
• Terrain is added based on Terrain Patterns (see Astrometrics Lab
page). Terrain selection can be randomized (see Random Terrain
Placement).
• Terrain Placement takes place after each side has selected their
ships, but before deployment.
• Each side, starting with the Second Player, selects and places one
Terrain Pattern on the board.
• Both players must agree to use a Black Hole counter.
• Terrain counters that correspond to a ship that has already been
selected by a player may not be used.
• Each Terrain counter must be placed in a non-setup hex. The
pattern may be rotated to fit any orientation. Terrain counters
may not be placed on top of other Terrain counters already on
the board.
• After the Second Player has placed his pattern, the Initiative player
may then follow suit.
• Once both players have placed their patterns Ship Deployment
can begin. More patterns may be used if the players wish but it
will limit the amount of ships you can deploy.
• Worm Holes may be selected if they are being used to fulfill an
objective in a designed scenario.

30.2 Amount of Terrain

For most Designed Scenarios, we recommend using 1-2 Terrain
Patterns. Players should decide how many they want to use prior
to the start of the game or they may decide randomly (see Random
Amount of Terrain).

30.3 Random Terrain Placement using the
Astrometrics Lab

Terrain selection can be randomized using the Astrometrics Lab on
page 36. Roll two 6-sided dice, one at a time. The first die result
represents the column on the Astrometrics Lab. The second die roll
indicates the row, the black die icon. If there are insufficient counters
to build the Terrain Pattern rolled, re-roll.

Both players must agree to using a Terrain Pattern with a black hole.
Otherwise, re-roll.
Please see the Astrometrics Lab Chart on the next to last page of
this booklet.

30.4 Random Amount of Terrain

29.8 Priority Target Mission

• Both sides must deploy one ship that costs more Ship Points than
his other ships. This ship is the target ship for each side and should
be designated with the dry erase marker.
• The goal is to destroy the enemy target ship and retreat your target
ship. If this occurs, the battle immediately ends. The side that
accomplished the above condition wins. All remaining enemy
ships are treated as if the loser had conceded (20.4). Otherwise,
normal victory rules apply.
• Target ships count DOUBLE for the purposes of degree of victory.

To really change things up the amount of terrain can be randomized.
Note that this can be limited by your choice of ships and have a
dramatic effect on the battle. Roll one 6-sided die and use the table
below.
Die roll
1

2-3
4-5
6
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Result

No Terrain

Light Terrain (1 Terrain Pattern)

Moderate Terrain (2 Terrain Patterns)
Heavy Terrain (3 Terrain Patterns)
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31. EMPIRE WAR MODE

Empire War is a strategic game that does not use set scenarios.
Instead, each player has a fleet of ships that he assigns to different
sectors on a strategic map. The suggested map that we include in the
game has four sectors—Antares, Badlands, Maelstrom, and Orion.
Each sector is broken up into a number of “Conflict Zones” in which
battles may take place. Ship buying, assignment and battles occur
over Strategic Turns. Ship purchases, assignments and damage are
tracked on the Empire War Tracking Sheet.
Of course, players are encouraged to come up with their own
strategic maps that have more or less sectors, differing numbers of
Conflict Zones, change the starting points, etc.
DESIGNER NOTE: The most important thing in an Empire War is
keeping your ships alive and destroying those of the enemy. If one
side gets a large fleet size advantage, they are going to be able to
very easily take territory. Knowing when to retreat is an important
key to victory.

31.1 Victory

If a player wins a battle over his opponent’s Home Planet, he wins
the Empire War.

31.2 Starting Forces and Set Up

Place the Front Line marker on the start space
in each Sector. The face-up faction logo indicates the owner of that Conflict Zone’s planet (if any). This counter denotes the Current
Conflict Zone for each Sector. This is where battles will be fought
in the current Strategic Round.
Initial Bases
• Each player starts with three Bases plus 2000 Ship Points in their
Treasury with which to purchase ships.
• The player may use some of the 2000 starting points to purchase
extra Bases, but the first three bases are “free”.
• Bases may only be assigned at the start of the game and cannot
be purchased later. Bases are assigned to specific Conflict Zones
within a Sector. Base assignments are permanent. They may not
be moved after the start of a game. Initial assignment of Bases
is done in secret using the Empire War Tracking sheet. Only one
Base may be assigned to a Conflict Zone. Bases can only be
assigned to Conflict Zones that do not have a Front Line marker
in them and they must be on your faction’s side of the Front Line
maker. The Conflict Zone must not have the dice symbol ( ) for
random terrain). One Base must be assigned to a player’s home
planet. After Base assignment, both sides simultaneously reveal
their base placement. Base location is known to both players
(sensors and reconnaissance can determine their locations). Use
Objective markers and/or the Empire War Tracking Sheet to track
the placement of Bases. If more than three Bases are deployed
use any spare counter to mark their location.
Initial Ship Building
• At least one of every ship class must be purchased and a player
may not buy more than 5 times as many of one ship class as he
has of any other class. The only exception is that the Terran player
may purchase an unlimited number of Fighters. For example: The
Terran player buys only 1 DD. Therefore he cannot buy more than
five of any other class.
• Extra points that are not spent are carried over into the game.

Initial Ship Assignment
For the first turn of the game only, at least 500 Ship Points worth
of ships must be assigned to the Fleet Reserve. The rest of the purchased ships are assigned to Sectors as if it were a Ship Assignment
Phase (31.5).
Initial Battles
After the initial Ship Building and Assignment is complete a battle is
fought in every Sector as if it were a Battle Phase (31.6). After these
are completed, the game proceeds using normal Strategic Turns.

31.3 Strategic Turn

After the first turn, each Strategic Turn has a:
• Building Phase: New ships are purchased and ships that entered
the Fleet Reserve during the previous Strategic Turn are repaired.
• Ship Assignment Phase: Players secretly assign each of their
ships to one of the four Sectors or to the Fleet Reserve.
• Battle Phase: One Battle is fought in each Conflict Zone and the
Front Line of each Conflict Zone is adjusted.

31.4 Building Phase

• Each Conflict Zone in a sector has a point value for each side,
designated by faction logos. At the start of every Building Phase,
each player adds the corresponding point value for each Current
Conflict Zone to their Treasury.
• Each player then simultaneously uses the Ship Points in his
Treasury to purchase new ships. These new ships may be
deployed immediately during the upcoming Ship Assignment
Phase. Unspent points in the Treasury are carried over to the next
Strategic Round.
• If a player has 5 times as many ships of one class as he does any
other class, he may not purchase any more ships of the excess
class. This includes ships in the Fleet Reserve and in Sectors. He
may not buy more ships of the excess class until he is under the
5-1 limit.
EXAMPLE: Because of losses, a player has 6 CA, but only 1 DD.
While he can continue like that, he cannot purchase any more CAs
because he is over the 5-1 limit. Assuming that he had at least
two ships of all the other classes, if he purchased another DD,
he could buy up to 4 more CA.
• If a player does not have at least one ship of each class in the Fleet
Reserve or Active Fleet, he must spend points so that he does
before he is allowed to spend points on other classes of ships.
• Ships may be scrapped at this time, however no Ship Points are
gained by scrapping a ship.
Repairs
• Ships that were assigned to the Fleet Reserve in the previous
Strategic Round are now repaired. Remove all hull damage and
critical damage still in effect.
• Destroyed FTRs in a squadron are restored.
• These repairs cost no Ship Points and the newly repaired ships
may be deployed in the Ship Assignment Phase.
• Damaged Bases repair 1 hull point and repair all critical damage
still in effect.

31.5 Ship Assignment Phase

In this phase, each player:
• Calculates their Active Fleet Logistics Points (see below).
• Determines minimum LP per Sector.
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• Secretly and simultaneously assigns ships to each Sector and/or
the Fleet Reserve
Logistics Points:
A minimum number of ships must be assigned to each Sector every Strategic Round. This minimum is calculated using Logistics
Points (LP) which represents the difficulty of coordinating a war
across the vastness of space. LPs are based on the class of a ship,
regardless of race.
Class
SC
DD
FF
CL
CA
BC
BB
DN
FTR
CV
Tran

The minimum LP per sector must be satisfied before the Battle Phase
can begin. If assigning a ship to the Fleet Reserve would prevent
a player from meeting the minimum LP per sector, then that ship
may not be assigned to the Fleet Reserve. It is possible due to fleet
losses, that a player may not be able to meet the minimum LP per
sector. In that case, just enough ships from farther than one sector
away may be assigned to satisfy the minimum as closely as possible.

31.6 Battle Phase

• The minimum amount of LP per Sector changes depending on
how many ships you have that are not in the Fleet Reserve. This
is your Active Fleet.
• At the start of every Strategic Round, add up the LP of your Active
Fleet. Then use this table to determine the minimum LP per Sector.
0-3
4-9

10-15
16-21
22-27
28-33
34-39
40-45
46-51
52-57
58-63
64-69
70-75
76+

EXAMPLE: A ship that was assigned to the Orion Sector on the first
turn, on the second turn may be assigned to the Orion Sector, the
Maelstrom Sector, or the Fleet Reserve.
If more than one Front Line marker is over a given Home Planet
players still assign ships to the individual Sectors those Front Line
markers initially represented. These ships are combined during the
battle above a Home Planet.

LP
1
1
1
2
3
3
4
4
1
1
0

Active Fleet LP

Moving Ships
• Ships that were assigned to a Sector may remain in that Sector,
be moved to an adjacent Sector, or may be assigned to the Fleet
Reserve.
• Ships in the Fleet Reserve may be assigned anywhere.

Minimum LP/Sector

After the Ship Assignment Phase a battle is fought in every Current
Conflict Zone. Battles are resolved starting in the Antares Sector and
moving down the Empire War map. If there are Front Line markers
on both Home Planets, the player with the most LPs may decide
which of those battles is resolved first.
Until a Home Planet has a Front Line marker, there will always be
four battles each Strategic Round.
Battles involve the ships from both sides that are assigned to a given
Sector. The ships in the Fleet Reserve are not involved in any battle.
For each battle:

Surrender!
1

1. Reveal Forces – Each side reveals their forces in that Sector.

2

2. Engage the Enemy
• Players may decide not to engage the enemy and forfeit this battle.
• No ship losses occur for a forfeited battle, but the Front Line marker
will still move since the conceding player lost the battle. The ships
assigned to that Sector remain assigned, they have fallen back.
• The player with the fewest LP assigned to that Sector must decide
to Engage first.
• If players are tied for LP, the player that must decide to engage
first is selected at random.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

3. Resolve Battle – Battles follow the standard Last Ship Standing
victory conditions unless they are above planets (see Battles Above
Planets).

11

12
13

For every Front Line counter on a player’s Home Planet subtract
one (–1) from that player’s minimum LP per sector.
Since the war has pushed from a Sector to your doorstep, you have
more resources with which to defend yourself.
EXAMPLE: The Terran player has 40 LP worth of ships in his Active
Fleet but two Front Line counters above his Home Planet. Normally,
he would have to dedicate 7 LP, at minimum, to each sector, but
since he has two Front Line counters above his Home Planet, he
only needs to dedicate 5 LP to each sector.

SHIP BATTLE LIMITS: The amount of ships that can ever be in
a battle at any one time is limited to the number of counters of that
type that you have available. Therefore, if you have two games of
Talon available, you can have more DDs (for example) present in a
battle. If more of a ship type is in a battle than counters are available,
the battle is fought normally with available counters. As soon as a
ship of that type is destroyed another of that type must be brought
on as a reinforcement during the Reinforcement Phase. The battle
cannot end if there are reinforcements inbound and reinforcements
must be deployed if able.
EXAMPLE: The Talon have 5 Frigates in a battle, but only one
game of Talon is available so only 2 FF counters are available. In
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one impulse, 1 of the starting 2 FFs is destroyed. During the Reinforcement Phase, the Talon can bring on one of the remaining FFs
at any power curve with weapons charged.
4. Advance Front Line Marker
• The Front Line Marker advances one Conflict Zone towards the
losing side’s Home Planet if:
◊ The winning side earns a Great or Devastating Victory (20.2),
OR
◊ the winning side earns a Minor Victory and that side did not
lose any ships.
◊ Otherwise the Front Line marker does not advance. (Note: in
some situations it may be advantageous to engage the enemy,
even if you are outnumbered as you can stymie their advance
even if you lose).
• If neither side has ships remaining in battle, both players lose and
the Front Line counter is not moved.
• The Front Line marker is not advanced beyond a planet unless
the winning player also controls the planet in that Conflict Zone.
• Stranded FTRs: FTRs without a Base or CV in the same Combat
Zone at the end of Combat are considered Stranded. Each Base
or CV can carry, at most, 4 FTR squadrons. Special towing ships
must retrieve them. Stranded FTRs must be assigned to the
Fleet Reserve in the next Ship Assignment Phase (they cannot
be assigned to any other Sector in that Round). If FTRs have a
friendly Base in a given Conflict Zone and no friendly CV at the
end of combat and the Front Line Marker did not move, they
may remain with the Base and stay assigned to this Sector for the
subsequent Round.
5. Temporary Repairs
• Every ship’s shields are fully restored but none of the damaged
hull boxes are repaired (including destroyed FTRs).
• All critical damage with the Repairable Damage icon and damaged
FTL drives are repaired. Other critical damage (such as destroyed
Weapon Groups) is not repaired.
• Damaged ships can be assigned to the Fleet Reserve for repairs
in the next Strategic Round.

31.7 Terrain

• Some Conflict Zones have terrain patterns pictured. These terrain
patterns must appear in the battle. Except for planets, they are
placed using the Terrain Placement rules by the Initiative Player.
Only this terrain pattern may be placed. This represents battles
in key choke points.

• Some Conflict Zones have a pair of dice depicted. Here players
must roll on the Astrometrics Lab chart and use the generated
terrain pattern in this battle. It is deployed like the static terrain
patterns above. This represents battles in various areas of large
Conflict Zones.
• If a battle occurs above a planet, the planet owner must place it
in his setup area.
• Any Planet that appears in battle as a result of Terrain generated
using the Astrometrics Lab is considered to be barren and cannot
be captured.

31.8 Combat Above Planets

At start, a player controls all planets on his side of the Front Line
marker. The Front Line marker is not advanced beyond a Planet
unless the winning player also controls the planet.
Battles above planets follow the Planetary Invasion Battle Mode
with the following exceptions:
• To take control of a planet, a player must land two more transports on
a planet than the owner does during the duration of a battle.
• The planet owner cannot deploy his transports in his setup area at
the start of the game. He can only bring them in as reinforcements
during the Round 1 (or beyond) Reinforcement Phase.
• If a friendly base is guarding a planet enemy transports cannot
land until the base is destroyed.
This means both the planet owner and the attacker can field and land
transports on the planet. The owner is landing additional defense
troops.
If a player does not engage and the other player has at least two
transports, landing on the planet is considered automatic.
If a transport lands on a planet, no matter what happens after that,
that transport is considered to have survived the battle and must be
placed in Fleet Reserve.

31.9 Empire War Lifetime Score

Because of the uneven nature of some of the battles in an Empire
War, players may decide ahead of time not to include the results in
their Lifetime Score.
If the results are included, then unbalanced battles count differently. A
battle is unbalanced if one player has 1 more LP in the battle than the
other side. If the Favored side wins, they cannot score anything better
than a Great Victory. If the Underdog wins, they get 1 bonus point.
EXAMPLE: A Devastating Victory for the underdog would be worth
a total of 4 Points.
A battle is dramatically unbalanced if one side has 3 more LP than
the other. In this case if the Favored side wins, they cannot score
anything better than a Minor Victory. If the Underdog wins, they
get double points.

EXAMPLE: A Devastating Victory for the underdog would be worth
a total of 6 Points.
If a player decides to withdraw before combat, Victory Points are
not scored for that “battle”.
Victory Points have no impact on the Empire War. If tracked, they
only contribute to the Lifetime Score.
The player that wins an Empire War gets a 5 point bonus to their
Lifetime Score.
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32. PLAYING SPACE
EMPIRES: 4X WITH TALON

GMT has published another game entitled Space Empires: 4X. It is
a strategic space conflict game that is completely unrelated to Talon.
The battles in that game are resolved abstractly. For those who wish
to use Space Empires: 4X as a strategic platform for Talon, these
rules will allow you to do that. To be clear, while Space Empires:
4X will work well as a strategic platform, the strategy of the game
will change drastically because the battles will largely resemble
Talon. The Space Empires game, itself, will take much more time.
Common sense may be needed to interface the two games. In general,
if any question about the strategic aspect of the game arises, it should
be resolved by using Space Empires rules unless stated otherwise.
If any question about a battle arises it should be resolved by using
Talon rules unless stated otherwise.
One side will play as Terran, the other Talon. For four player games,
we recommend playing on teams. See Same Faction Combat if you
want to do otherwise.
Things from Space Empires not used
• Flagships
• Unique Ships
• Replicators
• Advanced Construction
• Point Defense
• Boarding and Security
• Titans
• Fleet Size Bonus
• Research and Industrial Centers
• Mines and Mine Sweepers
• Screening ships
• Terraforming 2
• Exploration 2

32.1 Alterations to Space Empires Rules

• Use the 20CP Home Planets.
• Talons start with 3 FFs instead of 3 SCs.
• The Terrans must use the blue pieces and the Talon must use the
red pieces on the Space Empires map.
Ship Changes
• SYs are now considered non-combat ships. They have NO combat
ability and are treated like colony ships and MS Pipelines as far
as combat is concerned.
• Some ship sizes are available only to a certain side. Fighters and
Carriers only to the Terran, Frigates only to the Talon, etc.
• Fighters and Carriers are now in the Ship Size line. Carriers
are no longer protected in combat if Fighters are alive. Carriers
may carry four Fighter Squadrons each. If Fighters survive a
battle without a place to land (a Carrier or a Colony), they are
eliminated. At the end of combat all damage to Fighter Squadrons
is erased (including destroyed fighters)—just like any other ship.
To eliminate a Fighter Squadron, all Fighters in that Squadron
must be eliminated. In Space Empires, Fighters are abbreviated
“F” instead of “FTR”.
• Talon Frigates are represented on the Space Empires (strategic)
board by Scout counters. They have a hull size of 1.
• Light Cruisers are represented in Space Empires by Mine
Sweepers or Unique Ships. They have a hull size of 2.

• Raiders are no longer a separate ship class. Purchasing Cloaking
Technology allows a player to give any DD Cloaking Technology
when purchased (not upgraded) at an additional cost of 2 CP.
Cloaking 2 and Scanner 2 are no longer available. Cloaking
technology only impacts play on the Space Empires (strategic)
part of the game. It has no impact on the Talon (tactical combat)
part of the game. A cloaked DD behaves as a cloaked Raider on
the strategic map. When moving on the Space Empires map,
cloaking still does not work in a nebula. If combat ensues, it is
treated as a normal DD.

32.2 Terrain Changes

• Asteroids and Nebulae continue to cancel Attack and Defense
Technology, but the part about firing at “E” is ignored. For battles
fought in Asteroid or Nebulae hexes use the random terrain rules
and roll on the Astrometrics Lab chart. If a pattern is selected
that does not predominantly feature the terrain where the battle
is taking place, re-roll.
EXAMPLE: A battle is taking place in an Asteroid hex on the
Space Empires board. A “2, 2” is rolled on the Astrometrics Lab
chart. This terrain pattern has 2 nebulae and 1 asteroid. Since
Asteroids make up less than half of the terrain in this pattern, the
player re-rolls on the chart.
• Battles in Black Hole spaces use a single Black Hole counter. In
battles with Bases and Planets, the owning player may set them
up anywhere in his set up area.
• All terrain counters are placed by the defending player.
• Black Hole counters using the Worm Holes rule are used for
Warp Points. Ships attacking through a Warp Point must legally
deploy as close as possible to it. Ships that enter the Warp Point
are considered to have retreated to its corresponding exit, if able
under normal Space Empires retreat rules.
• Non-Player Aliens are controlled by the opposing side during
tactical combat and may not retreat. Instead of drawing random
Non-Player Alien ships, they instead deploy either 1 BB, 2 BCs
or 3 CAs. What ship(s) they deploy is decided randomly. They
must be Talon ships, regardless of which faction encountered the
Non-Player Alien planet. They are not actually part of the Talon
player’s empire and behave as per the Space Empires rules on the
Strategic Map.

32.3 Ground Troops

This requires the Space Empires: Close Encounters Expansion.

• Troops must be secretly assigned to specific transports before a
battle. If a Transport lands on a planet, remove it from the board
temporarily and note which troops are now placed on the planet.
In the subsequent Power Phase place the Transport adjacent to
the planet assuming any facing and Speed 1. The Transport may
immediately retreat if its FTL is spooled. Otherwise, it is back in
play and no longer carries troops.
• Ground combat is resolved per normal Space Empires rules after
space combat ends.
• Since Defense Strength is not used, when Ground Combat 3 is
researched, Transports only get the benefit of drop ships and not
an increase in Defense Strength.
• Planetary bombardment is handled exactly the same as in Space
Empires, using the ship’s Planetary Bombardment rating and
adding the Attack Technology rating.

32.4 Ship Stats and Technology.

• Although a ship’s Space Empires hull size is no longer used for
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•

•

•
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damage and determining a ship’s destruction, it is still used for
SY capacity, maintenance costs, and limit on carrying attack and
defense technology.
All damage and critical damage is instantly repaired after a battle
is over.
The cost of a ship is given on the Ship Chart—note that it could
be different for Terrans and Talons.
Spent Afterburners are recharged after a battle is over.
All Movement and Fast BCs technology only affects movement
on the Strategic Map (Space Empires board).
Attack and Defense technology now impact Missile damage and
the roll result of other weapons as detailed on the research chart.
Track which ship fired which Missile by writing the Missile
number on the firing ship.
At Attack level 0, Missile damage and die roll results are worse
than normal Talon games. At Defense level 0, the Missile damage
a ship receives is increased compared to normal Talon games and
the die roll results of enemy weapons on a ship are increased.
As Attack technology improves, Missiles deal more damage and
weapon die roll results are increased. As Defense technology
improves, a ship takes less damage from Missiles and weapon
die rolls made by the enemy against a ship are decreased.
Weapon roll results cannot exceed 6. A modified roll result of 0
always misses.

EXAMPLE: A Terran CA with Attack 2 fires a Torpedo at a Talon
DD with Defense 0 at Range 3. The roll result is 1. The CA’s Attack
2 adds 1 to the roll and the DD’s Defense 0 adds another 1 to the
roll. The modified result is 3. Since Torpedoes hit on 3-6 this hits.

• The side with the highest tactics rating, may, once per battle,
change the Initiative at the start of an Impulse. If the tactical
rating is tied, then the defender gets that benefit. This rating is not
limited by the technology limit (hull size) of a ship! To track the
use of this ability, place an Objective marker for your faction on
the Impulse Chart. When this ability is used, remove the counter
from the Impulse Chart.

32.5 Crew Experience

This requires Space Empires: Close Encounters Expansion. The
effects of Crew Experience difference are changed to the following:

• +1 Level: Add 1 to the damage caused by Missiles and add 1 to
the die roll of every weapon
• +2 Levels: Subtract 1 from the damage caused by Missiles and
subtract 1 from the die roll of every enemy weapon
• +3 Levels: Subtract 1 from every source of damage (including
every Weapon fired and explosions).
• Legendary: Get 1 extra AP per Round. It functions like an
additional Battery, regardless of race, that recharges during the
Power Phase of every Round. This Battery may not be charged
by other AP; it only recharges in the Power Phase.
EXAMPLE: A Talon CA with Attack 2 fires at range 1 on a Terran
DD with Defense 1 and 2 more levels of experience than the Talon
CA. The CA rolls a 4. The CA’s Attack 2 adds 1 to the roll. The
DD’s Defense 1 does not modify the roll but the DD’s 2 levels
of experience subtract 1 from the roll. The result is still 4 and it
misses.

32.6 Ship Battle Limits
See 31.6, section 3-Resolve Battles.

33. OPTIONAL RULES
33.1 Random Ship Selection

• Instead of selecting ships based on Ship Points, ships are selected
at random with a Ship Point cap.
• Shuffle all ship counters, excluding Bases and Transports, face
down for each side.
• In turn, each player selects a random face down ship and adds
that ship’s Ship Point value to his total.
• A player stops selecting ships once his Ship Point total is greater
than or equal to the decided upon cap.
• Setup then continues as normal for the chosen battle.

33.2 Same Faction Combat

While there were no official reports of battles within the same faction
during the First Talon War, both the Terrans and Talons occasionally
ran combat simulations using only ships from their faction.
• To play Talon vs Talon or Terran vs Terran, first randomly select
which player will be the Initiative Player.
• Each player, in turn, selects a ship to deploy, one at a time, starting
with the Second Player until each side reaches their agreed upon
Ship Point total.
• If a battle involving Transports is selected, each side my select
only one Transport. If Bases are to be used, both players must
agree who will deploy the Base.
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SHIP DESIGN AND FLEET
DOCTRINE
Terran Ships

Scout (SC) – The Scout was the first ever deep space
exploration vessel for the Terran Confederation. It was
a level above all previous exploration ships. The earliest
version of the ship was notoriously dangerous—almost
half did not return from deep space missions—the
problem lay less with the ship design and more with an
instability in the FTL and NFTL drives resulting from
them being improperly tuned. A stabilizing ring equipped with field
modulating equipment was added to the center of the ship to help
compensate. The problem with the NFTL drive was eventually fixed,
but the ring remained, as it was found to provide continued benefits
during the deep space exploration that was the primary mission of
the ship design. It should be noted that the Scout is the only FTL
capable ship without a Critical on its hull bar and the ring is partially the reason for it. Not designed as a warship, Scouts were completely unarmed until the first FTL signatures were detected by the
deep space arrays. With the coming of an unknown threat, all Scouts
were upgraded with Phaser technology before first contact with the
Talon. Pressed into service as warships, they would perform miserably. Almost 75% of all Scouts were destroyed in their first combat
experience.
Destroyer (DD) – The Destroyer was the first ever
warship produced by the Terrans. It was armed with
the only weapon available to them at the time—the
Anti-Matter Torpedo. Armed with a warhead that
needed charging more for the firing system than the
weapon itself, it was relatively “simple” technology.
While the Phaser had been imagined earlier, it was not
ready for production or being placed onto a ship until
10 years after the Torpedo was in use. Both the Destroyer and the Light Cruiser were originally very underpowered.
Again, this was related to the tuning problem of the NFTL drive and
therefore they were both essentially built around one main weapon
with a maximum firing arc. Multiple weapons would simply have not
been sustainable by the power available at the time. When the tuning
problem was fixed, it increased power output of the drive by 50%.
Light Cruiser (CL) - The Light Cruiser was designed
concurrently with the Destroyer and developed in
concert, although at the time the ship was simply
designated as a “Cruiser”. It was intended as the
backbone of the fleet. Sharing the same tuning problem
already mentioned, it was originally fitted with only
one Torpedo with a maximum firing arc. After the
development of the Phaser and the fix to the NFTL
drive which increased its available power dramatically, it was discovered that the design could support a Phaser from
both a structural and power standpoint and one was added. While
the FTL and NFTL fix was instituted on all Light Cruisers very
quickly for safety reasons, the Phaser retrofit was considered less
of a priority. Fully 25% of the Terran’s CLs were missing the Phaser
at the start of the Terran-Talon conflict. Even though the Light
Cruiser would not be the main ship of the line that it was originally
intended to be, the design can be considered a “happy accident”.
Almost forced to go down a certain design path by power limitations
that would later be fixed, it proved to be an excellent and flexible
combat vessel once upgraded.

Heavy Cruiser (CA) – The Heavy Cruiser signified
a major break in design from the ships that were
smaller than it. The Scout, Destroyer, and Light
Cruiser were all built with a similar design philosophy, utilized common parts, and optimized the
building capacity of the original ship yards. Though
only marginally more powerful than the Light
Cruiser, the Heavy Cruiser required a leap forward
in ship building technology. The design process opened up whole
new capabilities in hull size and ship building, which the Terran
Confederation took full advantage of. It was meant to be the largest
of all Terran ships, but when greater capabilities became available
the design was slightly modified and it instead became the complement to the Light Cruiser and the true backbone of the Terran fleet.
The first hulls were not laid down until after the FTL/NFTL tuning
refinement so this ship never had the power problems that plagued
earlier, smaller ships. One unintended consequence of the larger hull
was that weapon arcs became more limited, a trait all of the larger
ships share. This had to do as much with power distribution and the
ability of the hull to handle the weapons at points in its frame, as it
did with simple sight lines. The Terrans did not consider this a serious issue because of the increased weapons the ship could carry.
Battle Cruiser (BC) – Where the Heavy Cruiser
was the anvil, the Battle Cruiser was the hammer.
While there were far fewer Battle Cruisers in service
at the war’s peak, these ships rode in like cavalry in
many major battles. Their design followed a moreis-more approach. Even though their hull parameters
were similar to those of the Heavy Cruiser, clever
ship design allowed them to carry two Anti-Matter
Torpedo launchers and additional shielding. Engineers were also able to squeeze extra power out of
their FTL cores, which were the same model as the Heavy Cruisers’.
Battleship (BB) – The Battleship is literally a
ship built around and for a weapon, the Wave
Motion Gun. It serendipitously falls at the nexus
of two boundary conditions. It is simultaneously
the largest ship the Terrans can build and the
smallest ship capable of fielding the Wave Motion
Gun. While the Terrans were working to build
larger ships and were working to put the gun on
small ships, they had no success at either goal by
the end of the first Talon war.
Fighter (FTR) – With the breakthrough of micro-NFTL
drives, the Fighter was possible. Although the craft was
possible, being a fighter pilot is a dangerous profession.
Fragile compared to a capital ship, destruction of the
fighter most often meant death for the pilot. Few pilots
were skilled enough to survive the first pass against the
enemy. Those that did tended to be younger in age. The first pilot
that discovered how to effectively dodge the Talon Fusion Cannon
was 16 years old. He, like many others, falsified his age on his enlistment form. The Terrans fielded them because of their great need.
Just one squadron of Fighters that managed to get behind a Talon
capital ship often spelled doom for that ship. For that reason they
were often targeted first in combat.
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Carrier (CV) – Originally designed to carry
Fighters for the obvious reason that Fighters do
not have an FTL drive, carriers quickly became
much more than that. They began to serve as a
C-n-C for the Fighter Squadrons in a battle; their
greatest asset was the ability to beam power to
Squadrons and offer tactical support. Opinion
tended to be split within the Terran Admiralty on
how to best utilize carriers and their fighter force
tactically. Some felt that the best use was to protect the larger ships in a battle; others felt that by
attacking the enemy ships the opposing force would cause more
confusion in the opposing ranks. Additionally, there were opposing
views on whether the carrier should be protected and kept back from
the main battle, or follow the fighters in. There were battles that
seemed to indicate that all of the options were viable depending on
the situation, and therefore the best carrier Captains tended to be
those who had quick and flexible minds.
Transport (Tran) – Terran transports were not
solely used for supply and ground troop movements. They ensured the survival of countless
colonists as the Talon front lines pushed inward.
The Outer Rim fleets’ main objective in many
battles was to distract the enemy long enough
for evacuation. Their design emphasized shields
as hull damage could lead to loss of life and
cargo. The ships also had a modest sensor package to provide
support in battle and to maintain situational awareness during
rapid evacuations.

base was guarding.

Base – Most Terran bases were scientific
outposts or token pirate defense before the
war. Fortunately, their large size and massive reactors made retrofits easy. A number
of bases, particularly later in the war, were
able to hard mount the Wave Motion Gun.
This weapon was particularly effective at
keeping the enemy away from whatever the

TACTICAL R&D

Here’s a look at the basic ship weapons. Their information can
also be found on the Player Aid Card.

Phaser

The phaser is the most common Terran armament. It
is guaranteed to cause damage at close range. Despite
its overall lower damage output, it has a quick recharge time and excellent accuracy rating.

Anti-Matter Torpedo

The Terran torpedo is a formidable weapon. While
it cannot be fired at close range it can instantly deal
a devastating amount of damage at range.

Disruptor

A notorious Talon weapon, the disruptor breaks apart
matter at the molecular level. It has excellent range,
however due to focusing crystal alignment it has
difficulty firing at close targets. Furthermore the chain reaction
necessary to cause matter disruption is unpredictable.

Talon Ships

The Talon had a militaristic society, but not in the traditional (Terran) sense. It was a disjointed and less than unified one. The concept
of a common societal purpose existed within it, and at first glance an
outsider would think that it was unified, but it could easily become
polarized. This would especially occur when critical decisions on
the direction of the empire needed to be made. The Talon had long,
almost continuously, been at war with outsiders, which made warrior characteristics and abilities of great value within their culture.
These were of value not only because it protected and helped grow
their empire, but because it was the primary means to help enhance
a faction’s prominence and power. They were not separate warring
tribes. They would never consider fighting each other and so they
gave the illusion of unity to outsiders. However, they had an odd
disunity within such a martial society that was akin to multiple
political parties within a democracy.
The Talon ship names are (mostly) rough translations from their
language. Phonetically, the Talon Empire’s name is roughly Talonthincanthanadu.
Frigate (FF) – Unlike the Terrans, the Frigate, the
smallest ship design in the Talon fleet, is the true workhorse of the fleet. In fact, at one point, there were more
Frigates built than all other Talon fleet classes combined. The Talon Empire is a broad, sprawling conglomeration of worlds with many client states. These
vassal planets need to be maintained. The Frigate was
meant to be the presence of the Empire on distant worlds. Since the
technology of the subjugated planets is very limited, a single Frigate
could enforce the peace. While it could still be overwhelmed by
many smaller ships, the presence of one Frigate was often enough.
The reality of this situation meant that cost was the most important
factor for the Talon. The Frigate needed to be powerful enough for
its job, but as inexpensive as possible because so many needed to
be built. It was for this reason that it would not be equipped with
Afterburners. That decision is defensible since it was never intended to be a ship of the line. Afterburners are very expensive and the
ship class didn’t need them in order to successfully patrol allied
planets. It would prove to be a short sighted decision. Eventually,
the needs of war on multiple fronts and the plethora of Frigates
available combined to see Frigates commonly used to fill out fleets.
While a good ship, the lack of Afterburners would cause them to
suffer in fleet operations.
Destroyer (DD) – Once the Missile was perfected, the
development of the Destroyer was almost inevitable.
With cost and efficiency as a key part of the Talon
psyche, a weapon that did not require power like a
Disruptor was a revelation. The FTL/NFTL drive was
the most expensive part of any warship and the cost
grew exponentially with the size and power output of
the drive. A ship designed around Missiles meant that
they could get more firepower and have more available
power than the Frigate even though it had the exact same power
plant. Indeed, all of the major power system parts of a Frigate and
a Destroyer are the same and completely interchangeable. This
was the design intent. The Destroyer, however, was intended for
both Empire maintenance and fleet use and so was equipped Afterburners. This allows them to be the perfect escort ship for fleets
centered around Battle Cruisers.
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Light Cruiser (CL) – The Light Cruiser is the
late comer of the Talon fleet—the one most recently designed. The contrast with the Terrans in
that regard is obvious. The Talon had enjoyed a
period of growth and dominance and had found
no need for a Light Cruiser. Their ships were
agile enough and so the need for a maneuverable
large ship was filled by the Heavy Cruiser. The
development of the Light Cruiser came about not
because of a perceived need in fleet operations, but because of the
need for hulls. Like the Terrans, the Light Cruiser was the largest
vessel that could be produced in the smaller class ship yards—something that the Talon had in surplus to build Frigates. In a time of war
(or preparation for war), the Light Cruiser was a pragmatic attempt
to generate maximum combat power in existing ship yards.
Heavy Cruiser (CA) – Despite the volume of
Talon Frigates in service, the Talon Heavy Cruiser saw the most action during the war. Frigates
were largely responsible for subjugating technologically inferior civilizations at the edge of
Talon space. They were, however, unready for
the ingenuity of Terran ships. Heavy Cruisers
enjoyed both speed and firepower, plus a reserve
of these ships was available. Individual factions
within the Talon Empire maintained Heavy
Cruisers as a symbol of their power. When the war cry rang out
across the Empire, as many Heavy Cruisers as could be spared were
sent into Terran space.
Battlecruiser (BC) – Discovery of the ability to
field micro-NFTL drives opened up whole new
possibilities in terms of weapons. Interestingly, the
Talons would never think to use the micro drives
in Fighters the way the Terrans do. With their long
served and professional military, they could have
found pilots, but they would have not have thought
of using them that way. Their military tradition,
while aggressive, was not wasteful and still placed
a value on the individual. The development of
missiles led to the Battlecruiser, the first ship to be
armed with them. With more available power than a Heavy Cruiser,
yet fewer weapons that required that power draw, the Battlecruiser
truly gave the Talon a ship that could take full advantage of the
Talon maneuverability and charge the disruptors in a timely fashion.
Battleship (BB) – The Talon Battleship was
the second of the large ships that the Talon
government contracted through its military, not
the first as was commonly assumed by the
Terran Confederation. Due to the poorly managed and financed development of the dreadnaught, a competing contract was provided to
the Talon government. It was accepted, and due
to the lessons already learned, the first prototype Battleship cleared its slip only a couple of
months after the first Dreadnaught. It took
advantage of some of the same design philosophies as the Battlecruiser. With only one more disruptor and the fusion cannon instead
of three missile banks, the Battleship was nevertheless a more
fearsome opponent up close due to its ability to take far more damage than its smaller brethren.

Dreadnaught (DN) – The Talon Dreadnaught’s history was a checkered one. The
Terrans thought that it was developed in response to contact with the Terran Confederation, when in fact the Dreadnaught had been
under development since well before the war
started. Talon scientists had discovered the
technology necessary to build the fusion
cannon, and the military provided a contract
which would effectively build a ship around
two of the massive weapons. Additionally, it
was designed from the ground up meaning that there was very little
material overlap with the smaller ships in the Talon fleet. To provide
any chance at the contract being accepted by the frugal government,
the military chose the cheapest contracts possible – with predictable
results: cost overruns, delays, and two failed prototypes. This resulted in the eventual decision by the Talon government to build the
Battleship, and in desperation the engineers of the Dreadnaught were
finally able to create a working prototype. The Terrans didn’t know
any of this. They only knew how fearsome an opponent the massive,
well shielded, heavy hulled ship was when it got into the middle of
a battle and was able to destroy smaller ships with ease.
Transport (Tran) – Talon transports served three
purposes: (1) Supply the front, (2) Capture enemy
planets, (3) Don’t die in the process. Many Terran
historians, particularly those who survived the war,
painted the Talon as a ruthless race who valued death
and glory. This was an incomplete picture and later
diplomatic relations have shown the Talon to respect
life. The tactics that seemed cold blooded on the
battlefield represented a much deeper and not fully
understood philosophy. This philosophy is demonstrated in their
transport design. Many Talon war ships have massively increased
forward shield arrays. The thought, at the time, was that this allowed
them to push into firing range, unload their weapons in an “alpha
strike” and punch through the enemy lines. A bold tactic. Yet why
give Transports, an unarmed vessel, better forward shields? If they
cared so little for life, why would their Transport hulls be so sturdily built?
Base – Talon outposts are peppered throughout
their sector. Many regions were governed from
such outposts. As such they needed to be both
versatile and cheap. They tended to lack the
massive firepower of Terran bases, which reflected Terra’s desperation. Individual territories
tended to contract with one shipyard or another
to construct their bases and the weapon pay
loads, if any, were not necessarily robust. During the war bases were
constructed as the front lines advanced. Territory captured early in
the war, prompted the creation of research bases since the outskirts
of Terran space held many stellar anomalies.
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EXTENDED EXAMPLE OF PLAY

In this extended example of play using the basic rules, we start at
the top of Round 3. It is Impulse A and Talon has the initiative in
this Heavy Cruiser (CA) battle. His ships will get to spend Available Power, Move and Fire before the Terran player. So far, one of
Terran’s CA’s, the Patton, has taken 4 shield damage on her front
arc, has both phaser groups charged but does not have any charge
boxes marked off for her torpedo. All the Terran ships have their
batteries charged. The Talon CA, Service, has taken 5 shield damage
on her front arc, 3 damage on her rear arc, and only has Red boxes
charged for her disruptor groups.

to hit the Patton’s front shields, but this shot would be at range 4 and
would only hit on a roll of 5-6. The Sacrifice holds her fire for now.

On the Impulse Chart, Impulse A reads “4 5 6” so the Service will
receive Available Power and the Sacrifice must move.
First, the Service spends its Available Power to charge one Yellow
box on its left disruptor group. No other Talon ships get power in
this Impulse.
It is now Terran’s Impulse as the Second Player. The Patton gets
Available Power and will use it to reinforce his forward shield arc
in anticipation of a Talon attack on her weak side. He places an “A”
Reinforce Shield marker over his forward Shield Arc. It will expire
during Impulse A in the next Round if it does not absorb any damage.

The Sacrifice must move so he chooses to move forward one hex.

Next, the Guderian must move so she turns left then moves forward
one hex. After moving forward she places a “2” Turn marker 2 hexes
in front of her new position which corresponds to the turn radius
on her Power Curve. Terran can also place the Turn Radius Marker
directly on the vessel to track turning if the board gets too crowded.
These ships need to be careful as it looks like they may collide. After
Guderian moves, Terran’s ships decide to hold their fire.

Now all Talon ships may fire at ships within range. While the Service
is within firing range of the Patton, her weapon groups are not fully
charged. The Sacrifice has fully charged weapons and would be able
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In Impulse C, Guderian and Patton get Available Power and must
move. Uh-oh, it looks like Guderian must move forward because
she has a Turn Radius Marker in front of her. This means she will
collide with Napoleon, damaging them both!
Fortunately, Guderian gets Available Power before movement. She
enables a Side Slip so she can avoid the collision.
Meanwhile, the Patton also gets Available Power so she marks off
a Yellow box on her torpedo. Yellow boxes can be marked off even
if no Red boxes are marked off.

Now it is Impulse B, which reads “3 5 6”. Talon’s Justice gets
Available Power and will be able to move. She spends her power
enabling a Side Slip.
Then she executes the sideslip during movement and slips to the left,
maintaining her facing. Now Justice and Service have all weapons
lined up on the Patton, but the Talon ships will not fire yet as they
want to wait for a more favorable range.

During movement, Guderian executes her Side Slip, moving behind
Napoleon without changing facing. Note that the Turn Radius Marker shifts in the same direction AND moves 1 hex closer. The Turn
Radius Marker can be flipped to the “1” side. The Patton decides
to move 1 hex forward.

Now it is Terran’s Impulse B and Napoleon will get power and
move. She uses her power to place a Change Initiative marker then
she moves forward one hex.
Front Firing Arc shown in orange.
Impulse B ends and since the Napoleon placed a Change Initiative
marker and the Talon ships did not place any Defend Initiative
markers the Terrans steal the Initiative. The Impulse counter flips
and the Terrans now act as the Intiative Player for Impulse C.

The Patton is now at range 2 for firing on Service. Since Firing Arcs
and Shield Arcs are the same, Patton’s phasers will hit Service’s forward shields. Another way of thinking about it is: Patton’s forward
Firing Arc “sees” Service and Service’s forward firing arc “sees”
Patton. Patton fires his left phaser group, rolling a 2 which deals
1 damage. Then he fires the right phaser group, rolling a 6 which
deals 2 damage. Now Service’s front shields are down, any fire she
takes on that Shield Arc will go directly on her hull. Patton erases
the Charge Bars for his left and right phaser groups.
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After movement, Patton is at range 2 in Sacrifice’s forward Firing
Arc for both disruptor groups. This attack will hit Patton’s front
Shield Arc. Sacrifice fires doing what tactical officers refer to as an
“alpha strike”. An “alpha strike” is when all of a ship’s weapons are
fired at once for maximum effect. Sacrifice rolls for one of the two
disruptors in the right disruptor group getting a 2. This
barely hits, dealing 2 damage to Patton’s front Shield
Arc. First the Reinforce Shield marker is removed as
it absorbs one of the damage, then another shield box
is marked off. Now Sacrifice fires its other disruptor in that group,
rolling a 6. This also hits for 2 damage. Now Patton’s front shields
are down and he has taken 1 hull damage. Sacrifice erases the Charge
Bar for the right disruptor group.
The Terrans aren’t finished yet! Even though the Napoleon did not
get Available Power or move in this Impulse, she may still fire.
Her torpedo can hit the Service at range 3 and since Napoleon is
in Service’s forward Firing Arc, the torpedo will land on Service’s
forward Shield Arc which is down, so all damage will go to the hull.
At this range the torpedo will only hit on a roll of 3-6, otherwise it
misses completely. Napoleon fires and rolls a 3, just barely enough.
This deals 4 damage directly onto Service’s hull. As soon as Service
marks off the third hull box (a Critical Hull Box ) she must roll on
the Critical Damage table with 2 six-sided dice. An 8 is
rolled, causing Power Relay Damage. Starting with this
Power Phase, Service will have to subtract 1 from the
Available Power on her Power Curve in addition to the
“–2” that is now the left-most hull box on Service’s hull. Napoleon
erases the torpedo’s charge bar. Now the Talon get their Impulse C.
The Sacrifice and Service get Available Power and movement in
this Impulse. Sacrifice places a Change Initiative marker in order
to take the Initiative back. Service charges a Yellow box on her left
disruptor group.

Sacrifice will now fire its left disruptor group’s weapons. The first
disruptor rolls a 5, dealing 2 damage. Then, the Sacrifice fires its last
disruptor on the left group rolling another 5. This destroys a Critical
Hull Box ( ). The Patton rolls on the Critical Damage table – she
rolls lucky number 7, no critical damage occurs. Patton has only
1 hull box left, good thing they had that Reinforce Shield marker!
Sacrifice erases the left weapon group charge bar.

The Talon desire vengeance! Sacrifice closes in on Patton and
Service moves forward in an effort to force the other Terran ships
to fire on his good left Shield Arc.

Before Terran can breathe a sigh of relief, Talon goes for a kill shot!
Even though Justice did not gain Available Power or move this
Impulse, she may still fire her weapons. Both her disruptors will
hit Patton’s empty forward Shield Arc. Range 3 disruptors only hit
on a roll of 3-6, but it is worth it to take this shot as just one hit will
destroy Patton. Justice fires her right weapon group first. If this hits,
she will still have her left weapon group available to fire on other
ships this Round. She rolls a 2, which misses with the first disruptor
in the group, then she rolls a 5 which hits for 2 damage, destroying
Patton. Justice erases her right weapon group Charge Bar.
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It is now Impulse D for the Terrans and they have a plan for counter-attack. Napoleon gets Available Power and uses it to enable a
Sideslip. Guderian does not get Available Power in this Impulse
but does have a charged battery ( ). She erases the battery charge
and uses that power to pull in her turn radius. The turn radius is
removed from the board and this allows Guderian to turn freely
during movement.

Patton explodes! This deals explosion damage to adjacent friendly
and enemy ships as well as any ships that are in the same hex as
Patton. Here Service will take explosion damage on her side Shield
Arc. Patton’s explosion rating is 3, so Service takes 3 damage. If
a ship happened to be in the same hex as Patton they would take 4
damage (explosion rating + 1) on a random Shield Arc.

Now that the Impulse is over, the Change Initiative marker that
Sacrifice placed steals the Initiative back from the Terran. Talon
goes first in Impulse D.

Both the Service and Justice get Available Power. They each charge
a Yellow box for one of their weapon groups.

When multiple ships get to move, the ships’ owner may choose the
order. In this case, Napoleon executes her side slip, sliding to the
left, then Guderian turns and moves into the space Napoleon just
vacated. A 2-Turn Radius is placed 2 hexes in front of Guderian’s
new position due to her 2 turn radius and Napoleon’s Sideslip marker
is removed. Now these ships are in a “concave” formation which
can be optimal for firing. However, they do not fire at this time.

It is now Impulse E for Talon since they are the Initiative Player.
Only a “6” appears in Impulse E so not much may happen. However, both the Sacrifice and Justice decide to mark off and use their
Afterburner to close in near the Terran ships. The Sacrifice has no
charged weapons to fire. Justice does have a disruptor group available but opts to hold her fire for now.

During movement, Sacrifice must move so she advances 1 hex.
Service does not get to move in Impulse D, but chooses to use one
of her Afterburners (a special Talon ability) to enable movement. She
marks it off then turns and moves forward, placing a Turn Radius
marker 1 hex in front of where she moved, corresponding to her
Turn Radius of 1. It’s a good thing Service used the Afterburner:
now only her full rear and left Shield Arcs face the enemy instead
of her damaged shields.
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It is now Terran’s turn for Impulse E. Their ships would not normally
get power or movement but Napoleon decides to use her (battery)
that was charged during a previous Round. She uses the power to
place a Change Initiative marker. Both Terran ships decided to hold
their fire. At the end of the Impulse, the Terrans steal the Initiative
so they go first in Impulse F.

Guderian thinks she can “alpha strike” here. Guderian’s torpedo
can fire on Justice’s forward Shield Arc at range 2, she rolls for
a 2 which hits for 4 damage. Guderian erases the torpedo charge
bar and follows-up with his left and right phaser groups. The left
group rolls a 4, which hits for 2 damage. Justice only has 1 shield
box left on the front arc. Guderian fires the right group, rolling a 6
which hits for another 2 damage. Justice’s front shields are down
and she’s taken 1 hull damage.
Now Napoleon fires at range 1. If Napoleon had a fully charged
torpedo group (she doesn’t) it would not be able to fire here since
torpedoes cannot fire at range 1. Instead, Napoleon fires her phasers.
She fires her right phaser group first. If she can score a lucky critical hit here, she can save the other phaser group for Service which
is trying to run away. She rolls a 3 which hits for 2 damage, just
enough to cause Critical Damage to Justice. Justice rolls on the
Critical Damage table.

For Impulse F, both Terran ships use their Available Power to recharge their batteries. They may come in handy in the upcoming
Round.

Oh no! She rolled 12. Her FTL core was breached and Justice was
destroyed instantly. Napoleon AND Sacrifice (who was in the same
hex as Napoleon) must now take 3 explosion damage. Napoleon
takes the damage on her front shields and Sacrifice takes it on the
left side.

Napoleon moves forward and enters the same hex as Sacrifice. Since
these ships are from different factions, their NFTL drives do not
interfere and thus, no collision damage occurs. However, neither
the Napoleon nor the Sacrifice can target each other. Guderian has
a Turn Radius marker so she must move forward 1 hex. It’s a good
thing that Terran stole the Intiative, getting in tight against Talon
ships is a good tactic. Their disruptors are less accurate at range 1
than at range 2.

It is now Talon’s Impulse F. Sacrifice spends its Available Power
to enable a Side Slip and Service uses its power to pull in the Turn
Radius marker so she can turn freely during movement.
Sacrifice side slips behind the Terran ships and Sacrifice turns in
that direction as well, placing a 1-Turn Radius marker one hex away
from her new position. This is a great move for Talon as they are
behind the enemy, giving the enemy their “good” shields and buying
time to recharge weapons.
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severe hull damage and in the left-most hull box a “–2” is written;
this number is going to modify her Power for the next round. On
top of that she has the –1 Power marker from the Critical Hit. This
means a total of 3 is subtracted from her power. Service could keep
her current Speed of 2 and still get a Power of 1 for the next Round.
However, since Service has a weapon ready she doesn’t need power
for that. She’d rather put some distance between her and the enemy.
To do so she will increase her Speed from 2 to 3. Unfortunately,
this means her Power for the next round will be 0, but between her
Speed and her one remaining Afterburner she hopes to fire and get
out of range of the enemy.
It is now the Power Phase for Terran since he is the Initiative Player.
First Terran recharges one Red box on each weapon group for each
ship. Red boxes represent the time it takes to recharge a weapon,
whereas Yellow boxes represent the power that must be put into a
weapon. Next Terran has the option of adjusting his Power Curves
on each ship by speeding up or slowing down. Napoleon decides
to go from Speed 3 to Speed 4. This decreases his Available Power
to 2 but does not alter his Turn Radius. He write “2 4 2” on the Napoleon counter. Guderian has two phaser groups that need Yellow
boxes charged in order to fire. To be safe, he decides to slow down
from Speed 4 to Speed 3 in order to get more power. Guderian’s
new Power Curve is “3 3 2”.

Next Talon gets its Power Phase. Sacrifice marks off 1 Red box on
each disruptor weapon group. Service already has the Red box on
its left disruptor group marked off so that charge bar can now mark
off up to 2 Yellow boxes (one for each weapon in the group). When
all Red boxes on a weapon group are marked off you may mark off
Yellow boxes equal to the number of weapons in that group. This
finishes charging the left weapon group. Service then marks off the
Red box on the right disruptor group.

Since the Talon player was Second Player, he can see how the Terran
player adjusted the speed of his ships during the Power Phase and
respond accordingly. Sacrifice decides to slow down from Speed
4 to Speed 3—she needs more power to recharge those disruptors.
Her new Power Curve is “3 3 1”. Service is in trouble. She’s taken

The Round marker advances to the next Round and Terran begins
Impulse A as the Initiative Player. Guderian does not get Available
Power in Impulse A but uses her battery ( ) to finish charging her
left phaser group. Napoleon turns.

Then Napoleon fires her left phaser group. The left phaser group
can hit Service using its left Firing Arc. This will hit Service on the
rear Firing Arc. Napoleon rolls a 1, dealing 1 damage. This marks
of the 2nd critical hit box on Service, now she rolls on the Critical
Hit Table. A 9 is rolled, Weapon Group Destroyed. Service has two
weapon groups—the left and right disruptor groups. To select a
random Weapon Group to be destroyed, Talon rolls 1 die for each
group: left rolls 4, right rolls 5. The highest value (right) is destroyed
and crossed off on the counter—it can no longer fire.

Next, Guderian fires the phaser he just charged at Sacrifice’s left
Shield Arc. Guderian also rolls a 1 dealing only 1 damage, but this
does shut down Sacrifice’s left Shield Arc for good.
That’s it for this extended example of basic play.
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ADVANCED PLAY EXAMPLE

It is Round 7, Impulse A, Talon player’s Turn. Talon has a damaged
BC, a DD with no weapons charged and a BB with a charged Fusion
Cannon. She also has reinforced her left shield during the previous
Round in Impulse F. The Talon player has “birds in the air”: Missiles
number 1 and 2 are in flight. Their target is Diamondback squadron
on the left hand side (which is why “1 2” is written on the Diamondback counter.) The ship that fired Missiles 1 and 2 was recently
destroyed, but its Missiles can still home in and kill their target.
The Terran player has three squadrons of Fighters—Diamondback
on the left, Black Sheep flying “CAG” guarding the CV Wasp, and
Flying Tiger squadron to the right.

None of Talon’s ships get AP this Impulse. The Missiles move
towards their target. Talon BC Honor is hurting pretty bad so she

fires her three Missiles at the Terran BB. She could have split her
Missiles’ targets amongst the other ships in firing range (the CA and
the FTR). Honor wants to fire Missiles, then cut and run.
The Missiles are placed in the hex in front of Honor and are set to
face a hex side in the direction of their target. “3,4,5” is written on
the Terran BB.
For Terran’s Turn in Impulse A, the CV transmits AP to the Flying
Tiger squadron which is 5 hexes away. That squad is about to pass
behind (or in) some terrain which will block the transmission of
AP. The AP is used to charge one yellow box on one of the charge
bars. The BB, Defiant, uses AP to charge a Yellow Box on the Wave
Motion Gun.

The Flying Tiger squadron in the top right (not shown) moves
forward. Black Sheep turns and moves on top of the Missiles. They
are hoping to give chase to the Talon BC that wants to retreat. The
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Missiles do not detonate since their target is Diamondback. Uh oh!
Terran overlooked something huge. Diamondback squad had a Turn
Radius marker out in front of it since they were moving at Speed
6. This puts them on a collision course with CA Guderian, who has
already taken damage. Wasp could have spent its AP to pull in the
Turn Radius marker for Diamondback or mark them to side slip
but failed to do so.

They are not damaged and are not marked off—but any damage
she would receive is placed directly on the hull. This is much like
the Shields Down Critical Damage. The Shield Reinforcement she
had is destroyed. Missiles 4 and 5 move one hex closer to Defiant.
Missiles 1 and 2 at the bottom have lost their target. They must
move forward, mindlessly, for now. They are not allowed to turn or
detonate until a new target is selected.

When friendly ships collide (including a collision between two
separate FTR squadrons), their NFTL drives cause interference,
dealing 3 damage to each ship in the collision. Every ship in the
FTR squadron takes 3 damage and is destroyed. This wipes out the
squadron. FTRs do not cause any explosion damage so no additional
damage is dealt to the CA or adjacent hexes. However, it doesn’t
matter since Guderian’s right shield arc is down—the 3 damage is
dealt directly to the ship’s hull, which is just enough to destroy it.

Eviscerator could fire the Fusion Cannon now, Defiant is just barely
in range. However, the roll would suffer a –2 penalty since fire would
pass through both the Nebula and the Asteroid PLUS this weapon is
meant to hit a number of ships and is best at close range.

The CA explodes dealing explosion damage to the adjacent Missiles
that the BC launched. Explosion damage is only dealt to one Missile
when a number of Missiles are sharing a hex (likewise, explosion
damage is only dealt to one FTR within a squadron). Missile number
3 takes three damage. When a Missile takes 3 or more damage from
one source (the explosion in this case) it is destroyed. Missiles, like
FTRs, do not deal any explosion damage themselves. Moral of the
story: do not let FTR squadrons collide!

Flying Tigers in the top right continues to move forward. Black Sheep
decide to turn again. When Black Sheep moves over the Missiles,
nothing happens. Terran decides not to fire weapons.

CV Wasp sends some AP to Black Sheep squadron to charge a Yellow Box. The Terran BB finishes charging the Wave Motion Gun.

Now it is Impulse B, Talon player’s Turn. Only the BB gets AP
and she charges a disruptor group. Eviscerator sees that the Terran
BB almost has her weapons back online, including the devastating
Wave Motion Gun. Between her and the Defiant is an Asteroid and
a Nebula. Both are treacherous. The Asteroid will deal one damage
to the corresponding shield arc when entering and a Nebula disables
all shields. They also affect fire. The Eviscerator opts to close range
and enter the Nebula. She figures this may lead to an opportunity to
use the Fusion Cannon plus the Nebula and Asteroid may provide
some cover against long range shots from the Defiant.

Now it is Impulse C for Talon, both the BC and the DD will get AP.
The BC reinforces her rear shield for retreat. The DD has an awesome opportunity. She spends her AP to redirect one of the mindless
missiles to the FTR squadron sharing a hex with them! This causes
an immediate detonation. Talon selects one of the FTRs to take the 2
damage from the Missile, destroying that FTR. Missiles are always
dangerous. (Any ship with a missile launcher can redirect a missile.
It doesn’t have to be a “mindless” missile that has lost its target.
Furthermore, the missile does not have to be in the firing arc of the
redirecting ship—only the new target needs to be in the firing arc.)
Moving into the Nebula causes the Eviscerator’s shields to go down.
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Defiant side slips which causes the Missile in that hex to detonate.
This immediately deals 2 damage to Defiant’s right shield. Flying
Tigers move forward into the Asteroid field. Normally, ships take 1
damage for entering an Asteroid hex but FTRs (and Missiles) never
take damage from Asteroids.
Defiant has an interesting shot here. She decides to fire the Wave
Motion Gun on Eviscerator. She rolls a 5 which hits. When the
Wave Motion Gun hits, the displacement effect, and any resulting
collisions, are resolved BEFORE damage is applied.
The DD moves forward, the BC turns upward and moves. The other
“mindless” Missile down below must continue moving mindlessly
forward. Talon decides to split his two Missiles aimed at Defiant.
He moves one forward and has the other turn. Both of these moves
are legal as they are still one hex closer to the enemy target.

Eviscerator’s captain gets skittish. She decides to fire off an Afterburner to move OUT of the Nebula. Defiant is no longer in range
of the Fusion Cannon but at least now Eviscerator’s shields are
working again.
Now it is Terran’s turn. Defiant spends AP to prepare for Side Slip.
The CV cannot send AP to Flying Tiger squadron due to interference
from the terrain (if you drew a line from the center of the CV’s hex
to the center of Flying Tiger’s hex it would pass through the Nebula,
thus the transmission of AP is affected by terrain). The CV instead
transmits AP to Black Sheep squadron, charging another Yellow Box
on one of the two remaining FTRs.

To see where a ship is displaced, use a straight edge between the
center hex of the firing ship through the center hex of the target ship
(much like determining if fire will be effected by terrain). In this case
the straight edge goes down a hex spine “behind” the target ship.
This means the Terran player can choose between the empty hex to
the bottom left or the Nebula hex to the top right for displacement.
Terran chooses the Nebula hex. Eviscerator is shifted into that hex,
maintaining its same facing. By entering a Nebula hex, Eviscerator’s
shields go DOWN again… THEN the 10 damage from the Wave
Motion Gun is applied. This damage is applied directly to Eviscerator’s hull, destroying her outright!
Eviscerator explodes dealing damage equal to its Explosion Rating
(4) to the adjacent Flying Tiger squadron. Explosion damage is only
applied to one FTR within a squadron affected by an explosion.
The Terran player selects a FTR without a completely charged phaser.
Now it is Impulse D for Talon. They don’t get any AP and only the
Missiles will move.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS

1. Q: If a ship with a charged battery is hit on a shield that is not
down, can the owner use the battery to reinforce the shield and
reduce the damage taken?
A: No, AP may only be spent in the second step of a friendly player
turn.
2. Q: If a weapon group has more than one weapon, can I only fire
part of the group and save the rest for later?
Missile 5 would really like to hit Defiant’s rear shield, but it cannot! Missiles have a turning radius of zero but can only turn one
facing each time they turn, just like any other ship. Since Defiant
side slipped in the previous Impulse, effectively moving behind the
Missile, Missile 5 must now turn right then move.
Let’s fast forward to the Power Phase. The Talon BC wants to jump
to FTL and retreat from battle. This will help deny the Terrans a
Decisive or Great Victory.

A: You may not save any for later – the act of firing the weapon
group clears the power bar, and no weapon may be fired unless its
power bar is full.
3. Q: If a weapon group has more than one weapon, do I resolve
them all at the same time? Do they have to fire at the same target?
A: No to both questions; each weapon in a group is resolved sequentially when the weapon group is fired, meaning you can observe
the results of one weapon before deciding on the target of the next.
You do not have to declare the targets of all weapons in a group
before resolving fire.
4a. Q: My ship is scheduled to move this impulse, and it has an AP
available. The ship has no turn marker, but I plan to make a turn
when I move. Can I use the AP to reduce the upcoming turn?
A: No, AP use occurs before movement.
4b. Q:. As above, but my ship has a charged battery available. Can
I drain the battery to shorten the turn in the same impulse I make
the turn?

To jump to FTL a ship must be traveling at Speed 1 and be “spooled”.
Since it is Round 7 and the Talon BC has 7 total hull boxes, she is
“spooled”. She is traveling at Speed 2 right now but can safely shift
down to her Speed 1 Power Curve, “3-1-0” (with power damage
modifiers) during the Power Phase. As soon as the Power Phase
ends the counter is removed from the board as it has left real space.
That’s it for this extended example of advanced play. Check out
the example of Fusion Cannon firing in the Rule book for details
regarding that weapon’s use.

A: No, batteries must be drained to supply an AP during the second
step of the friendly player turn.
B Q: In what order must I move my ships?
A: Any ships scheduled to move this impulse may be moved in any
order the player desires. Move one ship and fully resolve any effects
of its movement (missile impacts, collisions, terrain effects), then
move the next ship.
6. Q: If two friendly ships are in the same hex, but not moving this
impulse, do they inflict more collision damage on each other?
A: No, collision damage only occurs when a ship enters the hex
occupied by one or more friendly ships.
7. Q: What is the AP cost to move an extra hex? Can AP be used to
negate movement during an impulse?
A: You cannot use AP to move an extra hex or negate a scheduled
movement. The only ways AP affects movement is through reducing
the number of hexes your ship must move forward before turning
again, and enabling sideslip manruvers.
8. Q: My ship has no Turn Radius marker placed and I have placed
a sideslip marker on it. When it moves, can I turn (rotate 60 degrees
in my current hex) and then sideslip?
A: No, executing the turn consists of both rotating the ship 60 degrees
then moving the ship one hex forward. The act of moving forward
removes the sideslip marker.
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9. Q: If my ship has a sideslip counter on it, am I required to sideslip?
A: No, you may move forward or turn (if your ship has no Turn
Radius marker on the board). In all cases, this will remove the
sideslip counter.
10. Q: When I fire a fusion cannon, can I choose to restrict the area
it affects?
A: No, it will affect all hexes in the firing arc and within 3 hexes of
the firing ship (the weapon’s range).
11. Q: When I fire a Wave Motion Gun, can I choose not to move
the target ship?
A: No, movement of the target ship is a required part of the resolution of the Wave Motion Gun and occurs before damage is dealt.
12. Q: My ship has a charged Battery (or an unused Afterburner)
and is scheduled to receive AP (or move) this Turn. Can I use both?
A: You can never receive more than 1 AP (either scheduled AP or
from a charged Battery) or move more than one hex in one Turn.
Batteries cannot be used during a Turn in which that ship is already
getting AP. Afterburners cannot be used during a Turn in which that
ship is already scheduled to move.
13a. Q: My ship has a “-1” modifier in the leftmost visible hull box.
Do I apply this modifier to my Power (first number on the Power
Curve) now?
A: No, power modifiers from hull damage or from critical damage
are not applied to your Power number until the Power Phase. If, at
that time, a ship cannot slow down enough and has a negative Power
value, it breaks apart and is destroyed. This effect can only happen
during the Power Phase.
13b. Q: What if instead I have a Turn +1 critical damage counter on
my ship? Do I change the Turn Radius on my Power Curve now?
A: Yes, unlike modifications to your Power value, your Turn Radius
immediately changes when you get this critical damage. Any Turn
Radius markers on the board for this ship are NOT moved. Leave
the Turn+1 critical damage counter on your ship to remind you that
any new Power Curves you select during the Power Phase will have
their Turn Radius values adjusted.
14. Q: I have to destroy a random weapon group due to critical
damage, how do I pick which weapon?

A: Roll one die for each un-destroyed weapon group you have. The
highest die result is the weapon group that is destroyed. Re-roll between any tied results. If, instead, you need to decide which shield
arc takes damage, roll one die for each of the four shield arcs and
apply damage to the highest result.

ADVANCED RULES Q&A:

15. Q: A ship is exploding next to a FTR squadron, do all FTRs in
the squadron take the explosion damage?
A: No, explosion damage is only applied to one FTR in each squadron that would take explosion damage. If a number of Missiles in
the same hex would all take explosion damage, the damage is only
applied to one Missile in each hex receiving explosion damage.
16. Q: Multiple FTR squadrons can occupy the same hex, right?
A: No, while FTRs within a squadron (a counter) have their engines
tuned so that they do not harm each other, FTR squadrons can still
collide and deal damage to each other.
17. Q: When a CV or Base Transmits AP to a FTR squadron, can I
mark off all of their weapon yellow boxes?
A: No, only one yellow box may be marked off. However, if a CV
or Base transmits AP to Enable Side Slip or Power Through a turn,
it affects the entire FTR squadron.
18a. Q: It is the start of the Power Phase of Round 6 and I have a
Terran CA that I’d like to retreat. His Power Curve is “3-3-2”.
A: No. While Terran CAs FTL drives are “spooled” by Round 6,
since the Round number equals their total hull boxes, the ship must
be moving at Speed 1, by the end of the Power Phase, to jump to
FTL. If she were moving at Speed 2 at the start of the Power Phase,
she could slow down to Speed 1 then jump to FTL and be removed
from the game board.
18b. Q: If the ship I want to retreat has taken hull damage, does that
mean I can retreat at an earlier Round?
A: No. Your total hull determines which Round your FTL drive
becomes “spooled”. Damage does not have an effect.
19. Q: Can Missiles “turn on a dime” and move into any adjacent
hex each time they move?
A: No. Missiles have a facing like any other ship and can only turn
one hex side when they move. They do, however, have a turning
radius of zero.
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ASTROMETRICS LAB
Random Terrain Table
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